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ABSTRACT
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING: A REVIEW OF COLLEGE HEALTH CENTERS
Elizabeth Greaney
May 8, 2010
This exploratory study was conducted using a descriptive design and examined the
use of college health centers for academic internships and clinical rotations. In addition,
the study examined the relationship among health center director and school
characteristics and the presence of academic internships or clinical rotations and the
directors' satisfaction with these activities. The population consisted of267 health center
directors responding to a survey containing 21 questions. The demographics of the
directors consisted of 64 (24%) males and 203 (76%) females; school classifications; 106
(39.7%) Research/Doctoral, 68 (25.5%) Masters, 87 (32.6%) and 3 (1.1 %)
Associates/Community College, 147 (55.1 %) Public and 117 (43.8%) Private.
Logistic Regression analyses indicated the presence of three predictor variables
(school classification, scope of services and nursing school) in the overall model for the
presence of clinical rotations, .K1(12, N=261) = 68.23,p < .001, R2 = .23; and two
predictor variables (scope of services, director credential) for the presence of academic
internships,.K1 (12, N=258) = 50.l0,p < .002, R2 = .18. Results from Multiple Regression
analyses indicated no significance in the overall model for satisfaction with clinical
rotations R2 = .08, F(7, 135) = 1.75, p = .1 0; however, the presence of a nursing school
was a significant individual predictor variable. The overall model for satisfaction with
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academic internships was significant R2= 14, F(7,95) = 2.24, P = .04. Scope of services
was a significant predictor. Of note, results indicated a trend toward significance for
school classification and a nursing school.
The findings suggest the presence of a nursing school was a significant predictor
variable regarding satisfaction with clinical rotations and displayed a trend toward
significance for satisfaction with academic internships. The presence of a medical school
was not a predictor in this particular study. The findings indicated more frequent use of
clinical rotations than academic internships at these college health centers. The findings
suggest more academic integration for college health centers may be warranted.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Experiential learning is defined as the essence of learning by doing (Kolb, 1984).
Experiential learning theory (ELT) is grounded in the belief that deeper learning is
realized when students (a) learn by interacting with the environment and (b) actively
reflect upon the learning process. For this study, two specific fonns of experiential
learning were examined, academic internships and clinical rotations. Each of these
experiential learning activities encompasses the essence oflearning by doing.

Experiential learning is an umbrella tenn that includes experiential education,
cooperative education, externships, internships,jield study, and clinical rotation. The
common theme among these tenns is that all incorporate the combination of academic
learning (theory) with on-site workplace assignments, to enhance development of jobrelated skills. This chapter includes an introduction to ELT, a statement of the problem, a
sample of experiential learning literature in various curricula, the purpose of the study,
and a summary.
Experiential Education
Experiential education is grounded in the theory of experiential learning.
Although experiential learning is not new, the concept continues to gain attention from
educators and refonners seeking more effective learning outcomes for students. These

learning outcomes focus on the development of critical-thinking skills and the ability to
solve problems, commonly referred to as higher order thinking. David Kolb's
formulation of ELT was drawn from observations of college undergraduates, graduates,
and adult learner populations as well as from earlier learning theories. According to
David Kolb (1984), John Dewey was the most influential educational theorist ofthe 20th
century. The experiential learning movement is attributed to Dewey's educational
philosophy, which Dewey termed a theory of experience (Dewey, 1938, p. 20).
Throughout the last 40 years, many of Dewey's ideas have been incorporated into
traditional education programs (Kolb, 1984). Dewey's conceptual studies focused on the
learning process and enhancement of lifelong learning. These concepts have been
adopted by many experiential educators. The best of traditional and experiential
education has been integrated with the following programs and methods in higher
education: internships, medical training, work-study programs, cooperative education,
laboratory studies, and independent studies (Kolb, 1984). This concept is further
explained by Keeton and Tate: "The learner is directly involved with the realities being
studied rather than merely thinking about the encounter or considering the possibility of
doing something with it." (Keeton & Tate, 1978, p. 18)
David Kolb's ELT and his Learning Style Inventory have steadily gained
acceptance and recognition as useful tools to improve teaching and learning in higher
education (Kolb, Rubin, & McIntyre, 1971). The terms included under the umbrella of
experiential education (cooperative education and internships) are experiences many
educators consider to be a prerequisite to getting hired (Brougham & Casella, 1996).
Several studies document the benefit and value of internship experiences for both
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students and employers (Allen, 1998; Gardner & Liu, 1997; Kretovics & McCambridge,
1998; National Association of Colleges & Employers, 2000; Reardon, Lenz, & Folsom,
1998). Although many scholars have examined the concept and theoretical bases of
experiential learning, no studies examined the use of on-campus facilities for these
activities.
Statement ofthe Problem
The increasing interest in experiential learning explains the current sense of
urgency and calls for improvement of learning in higher education. This interest is
supported in statements by the National Research Council (Bransford, Brown, &
Cocking, 2000); the American Psychological Association Board of Affairs (1997);
Boyatzis, Cowen, and Kolb (1995); and Mentkowski and associates (2000)--all of whom
urge administrators, scholars, and educators to create educational initiatives that enhance
student learning.
In addition, a growing body of research points to the limitations of traditional
teacher-centered pedagogy in fostering holistic education that respects students'
intellectual and emotional integrity and capacity to become independent learners (Palmer,
1998; Terenzini & Pascarella, 1994). Many educational reform acts have been created to
enhance accountability for effective learning. Standardized testing required by these
federal mandates has created the need for many teachers to teach the students how to take
the test rather than teaching higher order critical-thinking and problem-solving skills.
These high-stakes tests measure lower order knowledge and skills (e.g., recall and
comprehension) as opposed to higher order thinking (e.g., analysis, synthesis, evaluation;
Chudowsky & Pellegrino, 2003). These observed deficiencies call for significant change
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from the teacher-centered, knowledge-transfer approach to a focus on the learner as an
active participant in the process (Keeling, 2006). The available research related to
experiential education and academic outcomes discusses both the higher order and lower
order dimensions of academic achievement. Many studies document this shift toward
more experiential education in various curricula (Kolb, Boyatzis, & Mainemelis, 2001;
Mentkowski & Strait, 1983).
Goodenow's (1992) study of school-based service-learning practices found that
students who were seen by others as more engaged earned higher grades. It is not clear
whether more engaged students earn better grades because of their engagement or
because of how they are perceived by others (Goodenow, 1992). Reynolds (1991),
conducted a study examining student achievement in both science content skills (science
measurement and graphing) and science process skills such as hypothesis testing, in
middle school science students. Using a pretest-posttest model, the researcher found no
evidence that the number of experiments would predict higher achievement outcomes on
a measure of science content. However, the results suggested that the number of
experiments is a predictor for higher achievement outcomes on a science process
measure.
Laney (1989) taught basic economic principles to first-grade students using either
a real-life experience or a storytelling approach. A 6-week delayed posttest showed a
significantly greater retention of these concepts for students taught through real-life
experiences. The call for greater accountability and more effective learning outcomes is
found at all levels of education: primary, secondary and postsecondary institutions. The
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following examples highlight studies in higher education and various curricula that have
incorporated experiential learning modalities.
Experiential Learning in Various Curricula
Frontczak (1998), suggested that marketing education curricula is shifting from a
traditional, knowledge-transfer approach to the experiential and more interactive
classroom methodology. Fleming, Mauriello, Stice, Mckaig, and Ludlow (2003) reported
a changing trend in dental education, noting a growing recognition that traditional
lecture-based instruction is efficient when comparing measurement of the knowledge
itselfbut deficient when the measurement is focused on retention of knowledge, problemsolving skills, or ability to transfer the newly acquired knowledge to a clinical situation.
Carland, Carland, and Dye (1994) introduced experiential learning to their Principle of
Accounting course after they experienced "tremendous frustration in striving to make
sophomores literate in accounting." (p. 224). The change in this teaching paradigm led to
a successful increase in students' rate of learning and significant reduction in failure and
withdrawals from the course.
Bennis and O'Toole (2005) wrote a critique of MBA programs in their article
How Business Schools Lost Their Way. The authors claimed that business schools are
institutionalizing their own irrelevance by focusing on scientific research rather than reallife business practices. They concluded that business schools are too focused on theory
and quantitative approaches and, as a result, because so little of it is grounded in actual
business practices, the focus of graduate business education has become increasingly
circumscribed-and less and less relevant to practitioners. They further asserted that
business schools are graduating students lacking applicable business skills and sound
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decision-making abilities. Partly in response to this assessment, various institutions are
applying for grants provided through the National Society for Experiential Education to
incorporate and assess experiential learning activities into their business curricula
(Johnson, 2005). Henry Mintzberg, Professor of Management at McGill University, has
supported Bennis and O'Toole's viewpoint in various studies and interviews.
In a video interview at the MIT Leadership Center, Mintzberg (2005) claimed that
most MBA programs are simply training students in analytical skills like investment
banking and consulting. He described a complete lack of personal development and realworld learning and development for the student. He further stated that "management is a
practice that needs to be developed by providing real life scenarios and more mentoring
from currently practicing managers, rather than straight lecture and textbook case studies
guided by non-experienced Ph.D's" (Mintzberg, 2005).
Mintzberg (2004) called for a more realistic and practical approach to schooling
and training people to manage effectively. He is a strong advocate for faculty in business
schools being required to be practicing managers, similar to medical school faculty who
are practicing physicians or surgeons and teach in addition to this primary duty. He
stated,
It is time to recognize conventional MBA programs for what they are--or else
close them down. They are specialized training in the functions of business, not
general educating in the practice of managing. Using the classroom to help
develop people already practicing management is a fine idea, but pretending to
create managers out of people who have never managed is a sham. It is time that
our business schools gave proper attention to management. (Mintzberg, 2004, p.
5).

The economics or cost of experience-based higher education has been examined
as well. In one study, the fixed costs of traditional lecture-based education was
compared to that of experience-based education. According to Len Lawson
(2007),
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Comparisons of cost between coursed relying on lecture-based education and
those that are experience-based suggest that the latter are, in fact, more expensive
to deliver. However, the benefits derived by students, faculty, the institution, and
the community may be correspondingly-or perhaps even disproportionately
higher as well. The evidence adduced thus far from researchers across the
disciplinary spectrum concerning the advantages of experience-based education is
persuasive, and much of this evidence has been drawn from experiences in
business and economics education. As higher education is called upon to respond
to public pressures to both ensure affordability and, at the same time, provide
educational experiences with practical relevance, the debate about experiencebased education could not be more timely. (p. 30).
Opportunities for these experience-based learning activities for the student may
exist right on college campuses. The present study examines the use of on-campus
service departments and their use for experienced-based learning activities.
Purpose of the Study
Experience-based, cooperative education assignments utilizing on-site college
facilities may be a modality for increasing learning capacity in students. According to the
literature, many researchers have examined the use of experiential education in various
curricula, such as business, education, and health care services. The results of these
studies support the use of experiential education for enhancement oflearning and the
development of job skills for students; however no researcher has assessed the use of oncampus college facilities for these experience-based, work-site learning assignments.
These on-campus business units provide services to a variety of customers and
constituents. These services may include dining, housing, postal services, printing and
copier services, recreational and fitness services, laundry services, tanning salons, clinical
psychology, and health services.
Experiential learning has been reported in the health services literature regarding
its use in medical and nursing students and learning styles (see, e.g., Lassan, 1984;
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Merritt, 1983; Whitney & Caplan, 1978). These studies focused on the concept of
experience-based learning and learning styles but not the work-site locations of these
learning assignments. This investigator was unsuccessful in finding literature assessing
the use of on-campus facilities for these studies. The current study addressed this gap in
the literature by examining the use of on-campus college health centers for experiential
learning activities. The two forms of experiential learning explored in this study were
clinical rotations and academic internships. The use of college health centers for these
activities has not been explored in previous research.
The purpose for this study was (a) to establish baseline data on the current use of
college health centers as on-the-job placement sites for experiential education
assignments and (b) to explore the relationship among health center director
characteristics, school characteristics, and the presence of academic internships or clinical
rotations at college health centers. College health centers are very diverse in terms of
their scope of services, director characteristics, and school characteristics within their
respective institutions.
Due to this complexity of services delivered and competencies needed to manage
them, college health centers provide a varied opportunity for experiential learning in a
diverse array of academic majors. Examples of these majors include business, marketing,
finance, health education, health administration, medical and nursing training,
management, leadership, and allied health specialties. This investigator was unable to
find literature that assessed the current use of these facilities as on-site placement
opportunities for experiential education. Six research questions were established to guide
this study.
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Research Questions
The research questions were designed to gather baseline data regarding the use of
on-campus health centers for clinical rotations and academic internships. In addition, the
investigator examined the relationships among health center director demographics,
school demographics, and the presence of clinical rotations and academic internships and
the directors' satisfaction levels with these activities. The research questions used to
guide this study were as follows.
Research Question 1: Are college health centers being utilized for on-site
experiential learning assignments (academic internships or clinical rotations)?
Research Question 2: What academic departments are using college health centers
for academic internships?
Research Question 3a: What is the relationship among the following variables: (a)
school classification, (b) scope of services, (c) public-private, (d) teaching classes, (e)
medical school, (f) nursing school, and (g) credential of director with the presence of
academic internships? (e.g., Can these variables predict directors' use of academic
internships?)
Research Question 3b: What is the relationship among the following variables: (a)
school classification, (b) scope of services, (c) public-private, (d) teaching classes, (e)
medical school, (f) nursing school, and (g) credential of director with the presence of
clinical rotations? (e.g., Can these variables predict directors' use of clinical rotations?)
Research Question 4a: What is the relationship among the following variables: (a)
school classification, (b) scope of services, (c) public-private, (d) teaching classes, (e)
medical school, (f) nursing school, and (g) credential of director with directors'
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satisfaction with clinical rotations? (e.g., Can these variables predict directors'
satisfaction with clinical rotations?)
Research Question 4b: What is the relationship among the following variables: (a)
school classification, (b) scope of services, (c) public-private, (d) teaching classes, (e)
medical school, (f) nursing school, and (g) credential of director with directors'
satisfaction with academic internships? (e.g., Can these variables predict directors'
satisfaction with academic internships?)
Research Question 5: What are the directors' perceived barriers to their health
center serving as a placement site for academic internships?
Research Question 6: What are the directors' perceived enablers to their health
center serving as a placement site for academic internships?
This study addressed a gap in the literature regarding the use of on-campus
college health facilities and experiential education assignments. The study also
established empirical data regarding the relationship among health center director
characteristics, school characteristics, and the presence of academic internships or clinical
rotations and the directors' satisfaction levels with these activities. The limitations for
this study are discussed in the following section.
Limitations
The population of respondents consisted of college health center directors. The
results of this study may contain self-selection bias due to convenience sampling. The
results of this study represent cross-sectional data, which gathers responses, attitudes, or
other measurements at a particular point in time. The results of this study are limited to
the accuracy and perceptions of the respondents for that time period only. In addition, the
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investigator was unable to control for the level of detail and honesty with which the
respondents answered the survey questions. The interpretations of the results of this study
are limited solely to those directors who provided responses to the survey questions.
The survey was designed by the investigator to answer the stated research
questions for this study. The survey questionnaire was designed as a rating scale
measuring both nominal- and ordinal-level data. The questions that measured the
directors' perceived satisfaction were in a typical five-level Likert-item format: 1 (Very

dissatisfied} to 5 (Very satisfied}. Likert items may be subject to distortion from many
causes, such as central tendency bias, acquiescence bias, or social desirability bias. These
biases may be present due to the design of the survey questions and are a limitation to
this study. The delimitations and the definitions of terms established for this study are
addressed in the following section.
Delimitations and Definitions

Experiential learning and experiential education are umbrella terms that involve
activities utilizing the concept of learning by doing. These terms are vast and may
include, but are not limited to, any ofthe following: cooperative education, internships,

externships, clinical rotations,field study,practicum, or independent study. These terms
are often used interchangeably in higher education and in the corporate sector (Metzger,
2002). There may be very slight differences among the terms; however all are centered
on the concept of students learning by doing and developing skills for employment. For
the purposes of this study, the literature review includes empirical citations to research
that used the terms interchangeably. For example, cooperative education is a very
common term used interchangeably with experiential education.
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Furthennore, the two experiential education tenns, academic internship and
clinical rotation, were chosen by the investigator as the two choices on which the
respondents could report. These two tenns were chosen to cover the two main categories
of experiential learning considered by the investigator to be most relevant at a college
health center: an academic internship (nonclinical) and a clinical rotation (clinical
training). The choices were limited to these two in order to keep the length of the survey
manageable and to focus on the purpose of the study. The use of more defined
delineations regarding the global tenn of experiential learning may be warranted for
future studies after baseline data has been established. The following definitions were
used to guide this study:
Academic Internship: A nonclinical academic on-the-job placement designed to
afford students an opportunity to develop skills for employment related to their chosen
academic field of study. These may include business, public health, student affairs, or
other area of study. The students currently enrolled and receive academic credit for the
internship assignment. The duration of these internships may vary from 6 to 16 weeks,
according to the individual school's requirements. The internship may be paid or unpaid.
Clinical Rotation: An on-site clinical rotation for students enrolled in medicine,
nursing, psychology, medical assistance, counseling, physical therapy, or other ancillary
service. These students are completing a required on-site rotation for licensing
requirements and client contact hours. Time periods for these can vary from 1 week of
observation to 1 month or longer of active hands-on training in the clinical specialization.
School Categories: For the purposes of this study, the Carnegie Foundation
Classifications (2008) were used to define the four basic classifications for institutions of
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higher education: (a) doctoral-research universities, (b) master's colleges and
universities, (c) baccalaureate colleges, and (d) associate's colleges.
This investigator chose to limit the school classification categories to the four
main broad categories in order to provide more clarity and brevity for the respondents.
The purpose was to avoid too much detail regarding further categorization such as
specialized majors, religious affiliation, research and grant dollars, or other defined
criteria not deemed relevant for the purpose ofthis study. Future studies utilizing these
further delineations may be warranted. A summary of this chapter and introduction to the
next chapter is presented in the following section.
Summary
This study was designed to establish baseline data on the current use of college
health centers as on-the-job placement sites for experiential education assignments
(academic internships and clinical rotations). In addition, the relationships among college
health center director characteristics, school characteristics, and the presence of these
activities and the directors' satisfaction with them was explored. The research findings
provide information for college health professionals and experiential learning scholars
regarding the relevance of college health centers as placement sites for experiential
education assignments.
This empirical data contributes to the field of knowledge regarding ELT and the
college health profession. As stated earlier, there is increasing demand for more effective
learning outcomes for students and better development of real-world skills in preparation
for employment (Caine, Caine, McClinitic, & Klimek, 2005). College health centers offer
many opportunities for providing opportunities for experiential education in many fields
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of academic study as well as clinical training. The following chapter provides a review of
the literature regarding ELT, including relevant literature in various academic curricula,
the historical and contemporary perspectives of college health, and a summary.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This study is grounded in Experiential Learning Theory (ELT). This chapter
provides a review of the literature in relation to ELT and is arranged by topical format.
The topics include the contributions of early 20th century scholars to the establishment of
learning theory, David Kolb's ELT, the use of experiential learning in various curricula,
cooperative education, the historical and contemporary aspects of the college health
profession, and a summary.
Historical Perspective on ELT
Experiential learning is based on the premise of active engagement by the student.
This is opposed to lecture-based learning, which generally implies a passive transfer of
knowledge to students by an instructor. Lecture-based (theoretical) learning occurs
through abstract classroom-based techniques, whereas experiential learning actively
engages the learner in a concrete experience. The early contributions of John Dewey and
Kurt Lewin preceded the more recent work of David Kolb and the development of his
ELT.
John Dewey

John Dewey is considered by many to be the most influential educational theorist of the
20th century (Kolb, 1984). John Dewey's work was driven by his desire to address the
gaps between "traditional" education and "progressive" education and to formulate
direction for change in higher education and learning (Hickox, 1991). John
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Dewey's model originally presented concepts similar to the four stages of Kolb's learning
cycle. Dewey's conception of impulse, observation, knowledge, and judgment correlates
essentially with Kolb's concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract
conceptualization, and active experimentation (Hickox, 1991). In 1938, John Dewey
wrote his book Experience & Education in an effort to address the growing debates
among scholars regarding the traditional education and progressive education. In this
book, Dewey explained progressive education as follows: "Fundamental unity ofthe
newer philosophy is found in the idea that there is an intimate and necessary relation
between the processes of actual experience and education" (Dewey, 1938, p. 20).
These contrasting approaches regarding traditional and experiential education
remain evident in the 21st century literature. Dewey's work postulated that learning
transforms the impulses, feelings, and desires of concrete experience into higher order
purposeful action. Dewey acknowledged the transactional relationship between the
person and the environment, which is symbolized in the dual meaning of the work
experience: (a) both personal and subjective, a person's internal state, and (b) the
objective and environmental. These two forms of experience interrelate in very complex
ways (Dewey, 1938). Kurt Lewin's work added to this environmental aspect oflearning
theory with his laboratory-training movement and his concept oflife space.
Kurt Lewin
Kurt Lewin was an early 20th century social psychologist whose work influenced
the field of organizational behavior as well as the field of experiential learning. The
consistent theme in Lewin's work was his concern for the integration of theory and
practice. This theme was most evident in his work on the dynamics of change theory and
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was most established by his work on group dynamics and laboratory-training methods for
problem-solving exercises for leaders and decision makers in organizations. These
action-oriented training sessions were grounded in Lewin's belief that personal
development and true growth of one's intellect required an interaction with one's
environment (life space) and the active processes required to adapt to it. The term T-

group (where Trepresents training) was one of Lewin's most significant contributions to
organizational psychology and experiential learning (Kolb, 1984). Lewin's statement,
"There is nothing so practical as good theory" symbolizes his commitment to the
integration of scientific inquiry and social problem solving (Kolb, 1984, p. 9). This
commitment is demonstrated with the historical event that created the discovery of the Tgroup.
In 1946, a group of four researchers, Lewin, Lipitt, Bradford, and Bennet (cited in
Hickox, 1991) designed a new approach to leadership and group-dynamics training for
the Connecticut State Interracial Commission. The 2-week training program focused on
group discussion and decision making, in which staff and participants treated one another
as peers. When the daily sessions were over the staff met nightly to report and analyze
the data. Soon the participants requested to be included in the interpretation analysis
sessions. When these joint sessions occurred with the participants (subjective views) and
the staff (objective views), the discovery was made that learning is facilitated in an
environment where there is a dialectic tension and conflict between immediate, concrete
experience and analytic detachment (Kolb, 1984). By bringing the experiences of
participants and the conceptual models of the staff in an open atmosphere, where inputs
from each perspective could challenge the other, a learning environment occurred with
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exceptional vitality and creativity. This series of events started the T-group theory and
laboratory-training method (Hickcox, 1991).
During Lewin's studies within organizations, there existed a struggle between the
"here and now" experiential orientation and the "there and then" theoretical orientation.
To this day, there remains conflict among proponents of the two approaches. Overall, the
conflict between experience and theory is not unique to the laboratory-training process
and is a primary dynamic of experiential learning itself. This emphasis on the subjective
personal experience in learning stood in sharp contrast to the behaviorist theories of
learning. The behaviorists supported the classical physical science definitions of
knowledge acquisition as an impersonal, logical transaction based on detached, objective
observation (Marrow, 1977).
The latter theorists emboldened the belief that learning was a transaction of
knowledge or transfer of facts from teacher to student. In contrast, Lewin professed
learning to be more of an interactive exchange, emphasizing the active process of
learning and reflecting rather than the end product of being taught. Additionally, Lewin
professed a strong link between the learning process and the interaction with one's
environment (Kolb, et aI, 2001). Lewin's theories were deeply grounded in the
interaction between environment and learning, with the two always present, interacting
and affecting the learning ofthe individual.
Learning Environments
Lewin's philosophies on life space (learning and the environment) were closely
aligned with the philosophy of contextualism, which focuses on the quality and texture of
the immediate event as experienced. In essence, contextualism is associated with
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phenomenology. These two theories are grounded in the concept of the experience of a
deeper meaning for the individual involved in the experience. Lewin's laboratory-training
movement has had a profound influence on the practice of adult education, training, and
organizational development (Kolb, 1984). The T -groups and laboratory method gave
primary emphasis to the value of subjective personal experience in learning. Late in the
20th century David Kolb integrated Lewin's life space concept into his learning space
concept in experiential learning.
Kolb's Experiential Learning Theory (ELT)
David Kolb's ELT was developed from and built upon the earlier works of
various scholars and emphasized the value of direct hands-on experience for effective
learning and also the learning styles ofthe individual learner. ELT defines learning as
"the process whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience."
According to Kolb (1984), "knowledge results from the combination of grasping and
transforming experience" (p. 41). Kolb' s ELT is modeled on two dialectically related
modes of grasping experience-concrete experiences (CE) and abstract conceptualization
(AC)-and two dialectically related modes of transforming experience-reflective
observation (RO) and active experimentation (AE).
Kolb and Kolb, (2005a) posited that learning is a process of constructing
knowledge that involves a creative tension among the four learning modes that is
responsive to contextual demands. The environmental influences on learning are reflected
in this learning cycle concept that touches all the bases--experiencing, reflecting,
thinking, and acting-in a recursive process that is responsive to the learning situation
and what is being learned.
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Kolb developed the Learning Style Inventory in order to assess an individual's
preferred learning style. This instrument has identified four learning styles: diverging,
assimilating, converging, and accommodating. An individual with diverging style has CE
and RO as dominant learning abilities. These learners perfonn better in situations that call
for generation of ideas, such as "brainstonning." In fonnallearning situations, people
with the diverging style prefer to work in groups, listening with an open mind, and
receiving personalized feedback. These learners are interested in people, embrace culture,
are emotional, and tend to specialize in the arts and human service professions (Kolb &
Kolb, 2005a).
An individual with an assimilating style has AC and RO as dominant learning

abilities. People with this preferred learning style are best at assimilating a wide range of
infonnation into concise, logical fonn. These individuals are less focused on people and
more interested in ideas and abstract concepts. These learners are more interested that a
theory has logical soundness than practical value. In fonnallearning situations, people
with an assimilating style prefer readings, lectures, and exploring analytical models. This
style is evident in people working in infonnation and science careers.
An individual with a converging style has AC and AE as dominant learning

abilities. People with this learning style are best at finding practical uses for ideas and
theories. They are good decision makers and problem solvers. These learners prefer to
deal with technical tasks rather than with social issues and interpersonal issues. In fonnal
learning situations, people with this style prefer to experiment with new ideas,
simulations, laboratory assignments, and practical applications. These individuals tend to
work in technology and specialist careers.
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An individual with an accommodating style has CE and AE as dominant learning

abilities. People with this learning style prefer a hands-on experience. They enjoy
carrying out plans and involving themselves in new and challenging experiences. They
tend to act on "gut" feelings rather than solely on logical analysis. People with the
accommodating style of learning rely more heavily on people for information than on
technical analysis. In formal learning situations, they prefer to work with others, to set
goals, to do field work, and to test different approaches to completing a project. People
with this learning style tend to be employed in action-oriented careers such as marketing,
management, and those positions requiring active coordination of activities among
various groups. In addition to the formulation of these individual preferences for learning
style, experiential learning has been associated with a deeper, more meaningfulleaming
experience due to the engaging nature between the learner and the environment (Kolb &
Kolb, 2005a).
In order to enhance this deeper meaning and active learning experience for their
students, many faculty in higher education are incorporating experiential learning into
their classroom teachings. Mounting criticisms ofthe inadequacy of higher education to
promote critical-thinking skills and marketable applicable job skills has increased the
demand for a more defined and integrated experiential learning curriculum at colleges
and universities. The following sections highlight higher education literature examining
the use of experience-based learning in a various curricula.
Business and Management

In one study, Sims and Sauser (1985) incorporated experiential learning into the
design of a management curriculum intended to develop managerial competencies in
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business students. They detennined that there were seven significant differences in this
curriculum that led to increased ability ofthe students to effectively apply what they have
learned: (a) opportunity to face new situations, (b) emphasis on practice versus theory, (c)
opportunity to practice direct management scenarios, (d) reliable assessment methods, (e)
effective feedback, (t) self-knowledge reflection, and (g) reflection and integration as a
key final step in the acquisition of competency.
Gopinah and Sawyer (1999) developed a computer-based enterprise simulation
utilizing experiential education methods to bridge the gap between knowledge and direct
application to the business world. They specifically noted that theory alone does not
prepare the business student to think critically when faced with case scenarios. They
supported the contention that the simulation showed that the recursive nature of
experiential learning or learning by doing promoted a higher level of strategic decisionmaking ability and the fonnulation oflong tenn strategy when compared to students who
received only lecture-style modalities.
Dyer and Schumann (1993) developed an experiential learning laboratory applied
to their marketing course due to their dissatisfaction with the traditional lecture
pedagogy:
We believe that, to date, the application of experiential methods in the business
classroom has frequently been incomplete and has therefore diluted the promise
of experiential process. Educators have spent their time "parroting" the
instructional approaches of other teachers rather than "partnering" experience and
knowledge as intended by experiential learning models. (p.34).
Dyer and Schumann created a true laboratory component to the senior-level marketing
class. They developed the knOWledge/experience integration learning model, in which the
text assignments and lectures were integrated with experiences generated from two types
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oflearning tasks, multiple group projects and multiple individual case studies. Of
particular note is their complete elimination of the traditional performance evaluations
(multiple choice and essay exams), which were replaced with a focus on the recursive
cycle of lecture, discussion, feedback, and hands-on experiences. At the completion of
the course, students reported increased levels of critical-thinking skills and the capacity to
apply and connect theoretical knowledge with real-life business application.
David Kolb's theory of experiential learning is particularly relevant to education
in business and management, nursing, and other health professions. Students in the health
professions share a common need to practice knowledge gained from classroom lectures
and readings with actual, concrete situations with clients and patients. Kolb's shared
emphasis on conceptualization and experience in the development of knowledge is
congruent with the goals of a professional nursing education (Laschinger, 1990).
Health Professions and Nursing

Several studies in the nursing literature have reported that students in nursing and
other human service professions tend to fall into the concrete learning style preference, as
defined by Kolb's Learning Style Inventory (Hodges, 1988; Huch, 1981; Laschinger &
Boss, 1984). These findings support Kolb and Kolb's (2005a) contention that members of
human service professions have concrete, people-oriented learning styles. Laschinger and
Boss (1984) found that senior nursing students were significantly more concrete in
learning style than were incoming 1st-year students, reflecting Kolb's notion of
accentuation of learning style in professional educational programs. It appears nursing
students tend to have concrete learning styles and become more active learners as they
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complete their education. This change very likely reflects their increased competence in
implementing nursing care as they gain experience in nursing environments.
Kolb's (1984) cycle of learning, which requires the use of a variety of learning
modalities, appears to be a valid and useful model for instructional design in nursing
education. Kolb (1984) maintained that the current emphasis of professional education
programs on the development of specialized learning competencies at the expense of
others may interfere with adaptation to later career demands. He further advocated a
curriculum that promotes the development of all types oflearning competencies to
produce balanced learning styles among members of the discipline. This promotion of the
development of all types of learning is supported by other researchers who have studied
the benefits of learning by doing or active learning versus passive learning.
Holbert and Thomas (1988) referred to Kolb's model as one that provides a
"whole brain education." (p. 32}.They agreed with Kolb that such an educational
approach will more fully develop the potential capabilities of nursing students to enable
them to adapt to rapidly changing environments in today's health care system. Another
interpretation of this is the concept of bedside manner. Often a clinician has been taught
the "hows" and "whys" of disease recognition and diagnosis but not the human element
attached to it. Exposure to this aspect of health care-not found in a classroom or
textbook--can be afforded the student by participation in a field study or practicum at a
work site.
Rush, Peel, and McCracken (2004) conducted a qualitative study on externships
in the nursing profession to assess the effect of this training on students' perceptions of
their learning experience. The data were collected during the 6-week externship and at a
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6-month follow-up. Focus groups, student journals, and interviews were used to collect
data. A major finding of the study was the core theme that the students felt empowered
by learning from the inside. Due to the externship experience, the nursing students
experienced what it is like to be a "real nurse," as one student commented. In the 6-month
follow-up survey, all students reported that their externship experience had the greatest
impact on their overall learning experience. Another benefit to the externship is that
students begin to self-identify as nurses and to take more ownership in their learning
process. In another qualitative study, Turnock, et al examined the needs ofthose
professionals who serve in mentoring roles for students.
Using a case study design and qualitative methods, Turnock, Moran, Scammell,
Mallik, and Mulholland (2005) explored the perspectives of practice educators and their
role with experienced-based student learning. A common theme that emerged was the
mentor's need for better and more standardized training for those serving in these roles.
The five disciplines participating in the focus groups were nursing, occupational therapy,
dietetics, physiotherapy, and radiography.
A key finding of Turnock et al.'s (2005) study was the recognition that as demand
for experiential learning assignments rises, the role of the practice educator needs to be
more formalized and recognized with standards and training. Two other professions that
advocate the use of active learning and engagement with the environment are counseling
and teacher education.
Counseling and Teacher Education
As part of a counseling curriculum, Pelsma and Borgers (1986) developed an
experience-based ethics course around the experiential learning cycle, with focus on the
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"how" rather than "what" of learning. Pelsma and Borgers contended that the emphasis
on four modes of the learning cycle promotes a deeper learning and development of skills
for a responsible and ethical counselor. By providing time for purposeful reflection in a
teacher education program, McGlinn (2003) used experiential learning to overcome
students' lack of reflection in their teaching. McGlinn claimed that the experiential
learning model is effective in promoting change and development in students' selfknowledge about their teaching practices by providing time for reflection.
Engaged learning with the application oflearned skills in a work environment in
preparation for employment is the hallmark of experiential education (i.e., cooperative
education, internships, and clinical rotations). These contemporary terms are grounded in
Kolb's concept oflearning space, which is related to the learner's interaction with the
environment and learning space. This concept regarding the learner's interaction with the
environment and learning space deserves revisiting; therefore, this discussion follows in
the next section of this literature review.
Learning Space

In ELT, the experiential learning space is defined by the attracting and repelling
forces (positive and negative valences) of the two poles of the dual dialectics of actionreflection and experiencing, creating a two-dimensional map of the regions of learning
space. An individual's learning style positions him or her in one of these regions,
depending on the equilibrium of forces among action, reflection, experiencing, and
conceptualizing. As with the concept of life space, learning space is determined by a
combination of individual disposition and characteristics of the learning environment
(Kolb & Kolb, 2005a).
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Kolb's concept of learning space builds upon the earlier works of three previous
learning theorists: (a) Kurt Lewin's field theory and his concept oflife space (1951), (b)
Urie Bronfrenbrenner's work on the ecology of human development (1979), and (c) Lave
and Wenger's situated learning theory (1991). Lewin's field theory was grounded in the
belief that both person and environment are interdependent variables, which he translated
into a mathematical formula: B=f(p,e), where behavior is a function of person and
environment (Hickcox, 1991). Life space includes all facts that have existence for the
person and excludes those which do not. It embraces needs; goals; unconscious
influences; memories; beliefs; events of a political, economic, and social nature; and
anything else that may have a direct effect on the learning process of the individual.
Lewin (1951) postulated that these various factors in a given life space are to
some degree interdependent, and he strongly maintained that only the dynamic concepts
of tension and force can deal with these sets of interdependent facts. This belief that
learning takes place best when these different forces are working interdependently is
evidenced in Kolb's (1984) four domains of his learning style theory. Urie
Bronfrenbrenner's (1979) theories, grounded in ecology, defined the relationship between
the learner and the environment in terms of systems.
Bronfrenbrenner (1979) defined the ecology of learning-development spaces as
structures he labeled the microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, and macrosystem. The
leamer's immediate setting, such as a course or classroom, is called the microsystem,
whereas other concurrent settings in the person's life, such as other courses, the resident
hall, or family, are referred to as the mesosytem. The formal and informal social
structures that influence the person's immediate environment, such as institutional
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policies and procedures and campus culture, are called the exosystem. The overarching
institutional patterns and values of the wider culture, such as cultural values favoring
abstract knowledge over practical knowledge, that influence actors in the person's
immediate microsystem and mesosytem are called the macrosystem (Bronfrenbrenner,
1979). This theory provides a framework for the social-system factors that influence
learners' experience of their learning spaces. Situated learning theory is also grounded in
the interactions between the learner and the environment. This theory illustrates the
dynamics of active learning as a result of situational changes in the environment.
Situated Learning Theory
Situated learning theory draws on activity theory of social knowledge that
professes learning as a transaction between the person and the social environment. These
can be constructs ofthe person's experience in the social environment and not necessarily
physical spaces. Situated learning theory builds on the concept that knowledge resides
not in the individual's head but in communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991).
Learning is thus a process of becoming a member of a community of practice through
legitimate participation (e.g., apprenticeship, internship).
Situated learning theory enriches the learning space concept by reminding
researchers that learning spaces should be defined by situations that extend far beyond
the teacher and the classroom. Furthermore, these learning spaces include (a)
socialization into various communities of practice (e.g., a workplace), (b) identity
formation, (c) the transformation ofa learner from novice to expert through mentorship
and experience in the activities of the practice, and (d) the reproduction and development
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of the community of practice itself as newcomers replace old-timers (Kolb & Kolb,
2005b).
This concept relates to the contemporary discussions presented in chapter one
regarding the call for more active learning of meaningful job-related skills versus the
focus on theory and research. John Dewey's extensive writings emphasized his own
desire to fill the gaps between traditional and progressive education and he expressed
similar views to the contemporary scholars of today. Situated learning theory is
embedded in the learning-by-doing philosophy versus the traditional approach (passive
teacher-to-student transfer) in the classroom. The concept and working definitions of
cooperative education, a form of experiential education, is easily traced back to these
earlier learning frameworks incorporating the foundations of sociology, human
development, and psychology. Furthermore, cooperative education is deeply grounded in
the foundation of situated learning theory. The next section of the literature review
focuses on this direct experience approach to learning, namely in the form of cooperative
education and its place in higher education.

Cooperative Education
Cooperative education is a form of experiential learning as well as a form of
experiential education. In the literature, these terms have been used interchangeably. This
holds true as well for the interchangeability of terms that fall under the umbrella of
experiential education, such as internship, externship, apprenticeship, practicum, and

cooperative education. Learning is best considered as the process of change that occurs
for the individual. Education, on the other hand, is best considered as a transactive
process between an educator and student (Itin, 1999).
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For the purpose ofthis study, these two constructs, learning and education were
treated interchangeably, with the belief that they work in concert with one another. In
other words, experiential education is rooted in the philosophy of experiential learning,
and therefore it is not the intent of this investigator to consider them mutually exclusive
but rather wholly integrated. Experiential education was defined by the Association for
Experiential Education (1994, p. 1) as, "experiential education is a process through which
a learner constructs knowledge, skill and value from direct experience." Cooperative
education is an example of the progressive approach to learning as proposed by Dewey
(1938) and later by Lave and Wenger (1991) in their discussion of situated learning
theory. Experiential education, or learning by doing, includes a number of subsets of
individual programs within it. The most common of these programs are cooperative
education, internship, externship, college work-study, field experience and research,
service learning, practicum, student teaching, clinical rotation, and apprenticeship
(Metzger, 2002).
The common thread within all of these types of programs is that they provide
students with practical experience. With the exception of college work-study another key
commonality is the combination of practical experience and academic study (Chickering,
Frank, & Robinson, 1996). This practical experience is commonly understood to be the
development of real-world job skills (e.g., employment skills) in preparation for a
successful transition into the workforce for the college graduate. As Kolb (1984) stated,
learning is the major process of human adaptation, mastery of an approach that
bridges the critical connections between education, work and personal
development and empowers students with new skills that they can employ far
beyond their search for a career and into all realms of individual growth. (p. 32)
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Cooperative education and internships both combine academic credit with
practical work experience. Typically, cooperative education combines classroom-based
education with practical hands-on training within a semester-long class. An internship
awards academic credit; however, all ofthe activities take place at the internship site. An
internship is typically longer in duration (8-12 weeks) and serves as the culmination of
the undergraduate or graduate curriculum. Additionally, an internship can be paid or
unpaid. A practicum is a college course, often in a specialized field of study, that
provides students with supervised practical application of a previously studied theory
(Metzger, 2002). The common theme found among all definitions is the essence of
learning by doing. Experiential education (also known as cooperative education) has
been well documented and reported in higher education and health professions literature.
During the 1960s James W. Wilson and Edward H. Lyons conducted a national
study of cooperative education to establish academic credibility for a major expansion of
programs. Their study provided the testimony and credibility for the benefits of these
programs, and their primary recommendation was that American education makes wider
use of cooperative education (Godfrey, 1989). The Wilson-Lyons Report became the
major impetus for the integration of more cooperative education programs in higher
education (Heinemann, 1982). The underlying philosophy of cooperative education
summarized within this report covered eight educational values, as reported by Ricks,
Cutt, Branton, Loken, and VanGyn (1993):
(a) Coordinating work experience with academic curriculum, theory and practice
are more closely related, which gives students more meaning to their studies, (b)
coordinating work and study increases student's motivation because they develop
greater interest, (c) work experience contributes to a greater sense of students'
responsibility, greater dependence on themselves, and develops maturity, (d) most
students also develop a greater understanding of other people and gain
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communication skills from working with co-workers, (e) the experience helps
expose students to the world of work so that students more fully understand and
appreciate the meaning of work and the function ofthe occupation, (t) the
experience can help students who lack financial resources to be able to attend and
afford to go to colleges, and it also shows the practical, job-related side of
education to individuals who may be skeptical about the benefits of higher
education, (g) participating faculty are better able to keep abreast with the world
of work and plan their curriculum accordingly, and (h) since half of the student
body is on site half of the time, cooperative education programs help to utilize
college facilities more efficiently. (pp. 8-9)
This last point is of particular interest to this investigator and supports the
rationale for this study. Although the merits to both student and employer have been
noted for the benefits of experiential education, the selected sites or locations of these
work-site learning experiences have not been a focus in the literature. In particular, this
investigator was unable to find one study examining the use of on-site college facilities or
departments for experiential education (internships or clinical rotation) assignments.
This phenomenon may be explained by the often-held assumption or perception
by faculty and students that internships are more valid if experienced at long-established
businesses or other employment sectors located off campus. This may be shortsighted.
Many campus service and auxiliary departments run legitimate and complex businesses
right on campus, serving a wide variety of customers and constituents. These business
units afford students the real-world training ground for a variety of professional majors
and interests. Anecdotal evidence suggests that many students are repeatedly steered
toward the same long-standing off campus businesses due to the faculty advisors'
comfort levels or previous exposures to certain options. Anderson, et al (2002) noted that
not-for-profit agencies are not as readily used as for-profit entities for internships and
cooperative education assignments.
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Anderson, Pulich, and Sisak (2002) examined nonclinical health care internships
in not-for-profit health care agencies. They emphasized that these agencies can increase
their visibility and help to bridge this perceptual gap by increasing their use of internships
and partnering more with colleges and universities. Internships give students an
opportunity to apply classroom theory to a work setting in their major area of study.
Anderson et al.(2002) noted that an effective intern program can lower recruitment and
selection costs, such as advertising for permanent employment staffing.
Offering student internship programs also has value for the educational
institutions; such programs can assist them with student recruitment, fund raising, and
community-employer partnerships. These programs are viewed as tangible evidence of a
school's commitment to providing the valuable work experience for students that will
assist in their career goals as well as provide potential employers with skilled employees.
Anderson et al. (2002) contended that not-for-profit agencies exposing the faculty
advisors and students to their worksite will help to ensure a flow of skilled employees
who understand their organizational cultures and provide opportunities to students for
future employment. Institutions of higher education provide one such employment
opportunity.
Many of the auxiliary departments within these higher education institutions are
essentially operating as business units, demanding the same requisite business skills for
their students and employees as does private industry. These units are often defined as
auxiliaries, student services, or revenue-dependent units. As mentioned earlier, the
economy and global market is affecting higher education as well as other sectors of the
economy, especially in regards to decreasing public funding and the increasing demand
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to educate students more effectively and efficiently. The demand for the development of
critical-thinking skills for students is increasing, given the perception that higher
education needs to do a better job in preparing students for a competitive marketplace.
One such department in higher education institutions experiencing major transformation
due to these major economic and institutional priorities is student health services (also
known as college health services).
College Health Services
College health services arose mainly through the development of adolescent
medicine and the dramatic expansion of higher education in the late 19th century and
early 20th century (Turner, 2002). By the 1920s, growing numbers of parents and young
people-especially those from racial and ethnic minorities-saw higher education as a
means of upward social and economic mobility. Although elite colleges tended to
reinforce the status quo by using entrance physical examinations as part of their
admissions process to deny admission to those with undesirable physical and mental
characteristics, public institutions and more progressive private ones used college
hygiene programs to salvage and even rehabilitate unhealthy student bodies. Thus,
expanding preventive health measures and clinical services became a way for institutions
to deal with the new issues created by an increasingly diverse student population
(Prescott, 2007). The main emphases for college health professionals in the mid 19th to
early 20th centuries was to ensure proper physical fitness, high moral standards, proper
hygiene, and safety practices for the student body.
Physical Education and Hygiene
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A common title for health center directors was Hygiene Director or Director of
Physical Education. During this time period (mid 19th century), the advantage of physical
activity on an individual's health status was being recognized and physical education as a
field of medical study was being validated. At this time, medical doctors were filling
these positions and combining activities in the gymnasium with proper hygiene education
in the dormitories and the classroom. This hygiene education included schooling in
sexuality, religion, spirituality, and morality. One such medical doctor was Edward
Hitchcock, Jr., the Hygiene Director at Amherst College (Prescott, 2007).
Hitchcock, Jr., was profoundly influenced by his father, who was a congregational
minister and a strong advocate of the connection between evangelical Christianity and
public health reform. Hitchcock, Sr., was appointed to the Amherst faculty in 1825 and
was instrumental in establishing an Antivenean Society dedicated to stamping out the
consumption of alcohol, tobacco, narcotics, and other "poisons" (cited in Prescott, 2007,
p. 32). Hitchcock, Sr., also lectured extensively on the evils of gluttony, which he
believed contributed to the "premature procrastination and early decay of students and
professional men in our country." (cited in Prescott, p. 32). His son, Edward Hitchcock,
Jr., graduated from Harvard Medical School in 1853, studied anatomy in England, and
later returned to his alma mater, Amherst College, to assume the position of Hygiene
Director in 1854.
Hitchcock, Jr., continued the work of his father in promoting the
interconnectedness of spiritual and physical health. He believed that exercise could
prevent a variety of morally abhorrent behaviors, including drinking, carousing, and other
sexually deviant behavior. According to Hitchcock, Jr., "The best medical authorities
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now regard regular and tolerably severe gymnastic exercise not only as a preventive of
this vice, but as a curative agent where this habit has been already fonned." For others,
regular exercise provides a wholesome way to disperse "superfluous animal spirits" that
"built up during long hours of study and prayer" (cited in Prescott, p. 34). This
philosophical approach to health care, combining physical health with morality, was
ubiquitous in colleges developing during this time period.
In 1885, Penn State required all students to receive a physical examination upon
entry into the college, a practice that had become common at many institutions of higher
education by the tum ofthe century. The Physical Education Director, R. Tait McKenzie,
received full faculty status, thereby setting the stage for the validation of the collaborative
approach for the physical health and academic education of the student body. Students
could not graduate unless they fulfilled the physical education requirement, and they
were not allowed to sit for final examinations if they had skipped physical education
classes during the preceding semester (McKenzie, 1932). Some students protested this
requirement, and some faculty thought that physical education was not a legitimate
academic pursuit. It is interesting to note that these differences in opinion among faculty
and student affairs personnel continue today. The evolvement and increasing demands of
college health services continued transfonning, and in the early 1900s the emphasis
turned toward public health concerns regarding communicable diseases.

Public Health and Communicable Diseases
Cornell University experienced a Typhoid epidemic in 1900-1902 due to a tainted
water supply. Ithaca fever had been diagnosed and treated in 40-150 Cornell University
students at the student infinnary in each of these years (Prescott, 2007). Student infirmary
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had become a common term to describe the evolving role of student health services. This
term developed due to the advent of medical and clinical services being added to the
hygiene (health and physical education) component initiated during the 1800s. The flu
pandemic of 1918, sexually transmitted diseases, tuberculosis, and smallpox were among
several communicable diseases leading to greater parental pressure on colleges to provide
proper medical protection-as well as dormitory monitoring-to ensure the safety and
well-being of their children. The demands for college health professionals to serve many
different needs regarding health education as well as medical treatment continued to
grow. At this point college health was forming its own identity as a medical specialty and
the perception of the validity of their role continued to grow into the formation of their
own professional society (Turner, 2002).
American College Health Association
To meet these needs, a group of 20 college health professionals organized and
formed the American Student Health Association (renamed in 1948 to the American
College Health Association [ACHA]). This original meeting was held March 4-5, 1920,
and was led by University of Minnesota Health Service Director, John Sundwall
(Prescott, 2007). During the decades following World War I, physicians and
administrators in college health sought to prove that they were more than company
doctors, making a self-conscious effort to upgrade their field by establishing claims to
knowledge that other physicians lacked. The formation of the ACHA served to establish
the mission, credentials, and standards for the field of college health. This attempt at
legitimizing the practice of college health was met with swift opposition from the
American Medical Association (AMA). Universities and colleges located in areas with a
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surplus of medical professionals tended to encounter more tensions with local physician
groups.

College Health and the AMA
When the University of Wisconsin established a student health service in 1902,
local physicians condemned the university's actions as "a step toward socialized
medicine" (Steven, 1989, p. 8). At rural campuses where medical institutions and
practitioners were scarce, college health services faced little opposition and quickly
established themselves as centers of medical expertise not only for students but also for
faculty, their families, and members of the surrounding community. As Princeton
University Health Service Director Joseph E. Raycroft (1914) commented, "Since the
health interests ofthe university are closely bound up with those of the town, a natural
and harmonious relationship has grown up between these two parts of the community for
the promotion of the general health." (p. 708). The AMA also opposed the idea of
contract practice, originally proposed by Edward Hitchcock, Jr., in the 1860s for the
financing of student health at Amherst College.
The term contract practice refers to a system in which the physician or group of
medical providers renders care for a set group of individuals for an annual fee. This is
very similar to the term capitationjees, used by health maintenance organizations in the
1980s. In present-day terms, this contract practice fee is understood to be the student
health fee at many universities and colleges. Despite opposition from the AMA, who
declared this practice "contrary to medical ethics" and sought to have these contract
practice physicians "classified as irregular practitioners," (Rosen, 1977, p. 375) contract
practice became increasingly common in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. This was
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particularly true in urban areas inhabited by immigrant workers and their families who
could not afford traditional fee-for-service (FFS) medical care (Rosen, 1977).
This perception of college health practitioners and other contract practice medical
doctors as not as real to those in the community practicing FFS medicine is fading but
remains evident today. The reasons for this are rooted is the previously mentioned
aggressive opposition by the AMA. The AMA campaigned strongly against this attempt
to legitimize this model of medical care. The AMA posited that the contract practice
represented substandard care and mimicked that of socialized medicine (cited in Prescott,
2007).
The concept of socialized medicine is misunderstood by many and continues to be
politicized to be inferior by various lobbying groups (Goodman, 2005). To this day, the
preventive nature of prepaid contract medicine, whether in terms of contracted fees or tax
dollars, is misunderstood and since the 1930s -spurred by the Depression and the election
of Franklin Roosevelt-socialized medicine emerged as a robust rhetorical weapon to
blunt reform (Greenberg, 2007). Interestingly, these same issues are being debated and
politicized in Congress for health care reform in 2010. Although the debate regarding
health care reform is beyond the scope ofthis literature review, the early development
and lingering perceptions of contemporary student health services (with the original
student fee funding model) as a form of socialized medicine is inherently and presently
affected by these historical and politicized differences of opinion.
This historical perception also relates to the purpose ofthis study, which was to
determine the current use of college health centers as perceived valid placement sites for
cooperative education assignments for students enrolled in their institutions. As noted
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earlier, the demands and complexities for services rendered at college health centers
continues to evolve and grow to meet the needs of patients, administrators, parents, and
various other constituents in contemporary times. In recent years the greatest challenge
has been in the funding and sustainability of health care services, given the increasing
costs of health care and declining allocations from tuition dollars and other state funding
sources.
In the early 20th century, colleges and universities set up student health fees to
fund vaccinations and other treatments for communicable diseases. Colleges added
student infirmaries to offer sick students a place to rest overnight with observation.
Student health fees were then raised to accommodate these needs as well as the staffing
and personnel required to run these units. The benefits of well-trained medical
professionals and staff on campus were driven home by the influenza epidemic of 1918.
Even institutions with long-established infirmaries used the epidemic to justify an
expansion of campus health care services. University of California, Berkeley, received
funding for an infirmary only after the 1906 earthquake, despite repeated earlier requests
by the students and opposition from skeptical faculty who believed it was not part of a
university's role (Prescott, 2007).
To this day, the competition for funds and the differing perceptions and opinions
among faculty regarding the proper place for student services in the hierarchy of
importance within an institution of higher education still exists. In response to these
home-turf battles, as well as the outside pressures from local physicians and the AMA,
college health professionals continue to work on enhancing their image and relationships
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with their constituents. One way to do this was to modify the funding models in college
health centers.
Funding Models for College Health Centers
The traditional student health fee model, which is designed to cover most primary
care, including medical office visits, is being increasingly challenged by college
administrators, parents, students, taxpayers, and other constituents of higher education. In
present day, the student health fee varies greatly among colleges, and the variety and
complexity of the services covered by that fee varies greatly. Due to steadily decreasing
state appropriations, as well as the high cost of health care, colleges need to supplement
their declining or stagnating student fee allocations with other sources of revenue. This
other form of revenue can be found by establishing FFS billing in college health
facilities. A positive outcome to establishing this model is the ability to increase access to
primary health care to faculty, staff, dependents, and the community, who can use their
health insurance card right on campus.
This is a progressive initiative in college health and is perceived by some as
putting college health centers on par with the established "real" medical community. As
mentioned earlier, this FFS model is what the AMA had consistently touted as higher in
value than a contracted price or set (student fee) arrangement. As mentioned earlier, this
"socialized" approach was politicized and proclaimed by the AMA and others to be
inferior to the established FFS financing approach of the community physician groups.
This investigator has noted that the debate among contemporary college
professionals as to whether student health centers should bill for services and contract
with insurance companies (FFS) tends to be divided among those resistant to change and
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those more contemporary and more open to change. According to Jon Englund (2008),
Executive Director of the Center for Student Health and Life, "budgets are too tight to
allow the cultural barriers to continue to stand. Accepting a family's current health
insurance policy can eliminate the need for fee increases and prevent staffing cuts." (p.
2).
Many school administrators are looking at the feasibility ofFSS billing at their
college health centers due to increasing complaints from students and parents regarding
the ever-increasing student health fee. The cost of health care has grown exponentially in
the past two decades and continues to do so. The student health fee alone cannot sustain
the required sophistication in staffing and complexity of services needed in college health
centers today. This student fee is charged to all students and placed on their tuition bill.
Many constituents are questioning why they are paying a set fee for something they may
never use and are advocating for a more pay-as-you-go arrangement. Many are proposing
the use of FFS billing to augment the student health fee for this purpose.
Increasing amounts of attention are being paid to this topic in the college health
arena. Englund (2008) pointed out the increasing complaints from parents and students
that they cannot use their insurance card at their student health center that does not
contract with health insurance payers. On the other hand, a college health center prepared
to bill insurance companies will accommodate the majority of college students who are
covered under their parent or parents' plan or the student health insurance sponsored or
endorsed by their respective schools (Englund, 2008).
According to a recent report of the Government Accountability Office (2008),

80% oftraditional age (18-23 years) college students have health insurance, namely
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through their parent or parents' plan. This report lends empirical support to those college
health centers that have initiated this FFS billing model at their health centers. It is clearly
evident that the capacity to bill 80% of students' insurance plans versus continuing to
provide these services at no charge can substantially enhance the revenue and
sustainability of these progressive health centers. Many college health professionals
opposed to this practice claim that it would put an undo financial hardship on students,
claiming that most do not have insurance (LMG, 2009)
This debate among old school and more contemporary leaders in college health
centers may continue, however, the empirical as well as anecdotal evidence of change is
hard to ignore. In addition, as noted in the previous section, varying opinions and
resistance to change has been ever-present in the profession. Most students have health
insurance, and the business models of the health centers may need to accommodate that
fact. As noted in the previous section, the contemporary college health center is in
transition and more in need of well-trained management and business professionals,
matching that ofthe private health care sector and the "real" world of medicine based on
a FFS model. The next section of this literature review serves as a summary and
synthesizes the literature in relation to the purpose ofthis study.
Summary
The practice of college health has transformed greatly over the past 150 years and
continues to evolve to this day. It is transforming due to the many economic and social
pressures occurring in our society. These include the many regulatory requirements, high
cost of health care, the privacy and information protection requirements, and the
increasing demand for access to primary care for students, faculty, and staff on college
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campuses. State funding continues to decrease for higher education institutions, and the
health care needs of students are becoming more complex.
Health care services are among the most complicated organizational structures in
society. The college health service on most campuses is not only a microcosm of the
health care and prevention activities existing is society and thus subject to the influence
of external health care market and regulatory forces but also must function within a
complex institution of higher education (Ericson, Mills, & Ledlow, 2002).
Within this framework, important guidelines and principles for college health
professionals include service quality and economy, patient sensitivity, enabling student
personal growth and development, continuous evaluation and improvement, ethical
decision making, and the removal of barriers to access by students and employees
relating to cost, hours of service, facilities, location, scope of care, and referrals. The
more recent changes in college health in the late 20th and early 21 st centuries involve the
organizational transformation of most centers to out-patient, ambulatory facilities from
the historical in-patient infirmaries.
These overnight accommodations are no longer offered due to the legal and
economic constraints involved with staffing and monitoring them. In addition, more
progressive college health facilities are serving more faculty and staff and offering
increasing access to primary care and the option for employees and students to use their
insurance card conveniently on campus. Access to primary care physicians is anticipated
to be one of the most significant health care challenges in the early 21st century. Most
college health facilities today operate as a physician group practice or urgent care model
and operate mainly during the day and early evening hours.
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College campus enrollments in the United States range from 100 to over 50,000
students (Ericson et aI., 2002). The college health centers are just as diverse in terms of
their size, scope of services, and financial acumen. The spectrum of services ranges from
a single nurse staffing level with limited services to college health centers offering
comprehensive services with medical doctors, ancillary services, health education, and
care to faculty, staff, dependents, and community members.
This diversity in college health and the special needs of the varied patient
population is one ofthe profession's greatest strengths (Ericson et aI., 2002). According
to Kevin Kruger (as cited in McDaniel & Weiland, 2006), Associate Executive Director
of the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators, "Gone are the days
when there was just a nurse handing out aspirin. Campuses today recognize that student
health issues are directly connected to student retention and academics, requiring more
sophisticated response and room for comprehensive services." (p. 1).
This variation in services and emphasis on prevention, acute care medical needs,
human development, mental health, regulatory requirements, and financial demands
make the college health center an excellent placement site for experiential education,
cooperative education, internships, or clinical rotations. This diverse setting is
particularly relevant for students seeking work-site internship placements exposing them
to the skills needed for employment in health administration, business administration,
public health, or applied clinical fields of study such as medicine or nursing.
As noted earlier, one ofthe major benefits of cooperative education, as listed in
the Wilson-Lyons Report, was that "since half of the student body is on site half ofthe
time, cooperative education programs help to utilize college facilities more efficiently"
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(as cited in Metzger, 2002, p. 21-22). Despite this recommendation, this investigator
found no studies examining on-campus facilities for work-site cooperative education
assignments. The investigator's intent for this study was to address this gap in the
literature. This gap was addressed by researching the relationship among heath center
director characteristics, school characteristics, and the presence of academic internships
and clinical rotations and the directors' satisfaction with them. The following chapter
reviews the methodology for this study.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
As noted in the previous chapter, there is an increasing interest in experiential
learning and its importance in enhancing learning outcomes. Although experiential
learning opportunities, such as internships and clinical rotations, have been touted as
prerequisites to preparing students for employment, no researchers have investigated the
use of on-campus auxiliary service departments as placement sites for these assignments.
The purpose of this study was to establish baseline data regarding the use of
college health centers as placement sites for experiential education assignments and to
explore the relationship among director characteristics, school characteristics, and the
presence of academic internships and clinical rotations. This chapter provides
information about the research questions, design, methodology, instrumentation,
population, procedure, data analysis, and a summary.
Research Questions
The six research questions used in this exploratory study were designed to
establish baseline data on the use of college health centers as placement sites for
experiential learning (e.g., academic internships, clinical rotations). Secondarily, the
questions were designed to explore the relationships among director characteristics,
school characteristics, and the presence of experiential learning activities and the
directors' reported satisfaction with these activities. The following variables were
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included in the analyses: (a) school classification, (b) scope of services, (c) publicprivate, (d) teaching classes, (e) medical school, (t) nursing school, and (g) credential of
director. The research questions were as follows:
Research Question I: Are college health centers being utilized as placement sites
for experiential learning (academic internships or clinical rotations)?
Research Question 2: What academic departments are using college health centers
as placement sites for academic internships assignments for their students, as reported by
health center directors?
Research Question 3a: What is the relationship among the following variables: (a)
school classification, (b) scope of services, (c) public-private, (d) teaching classes, (e)
medical school, (t) nursing school, and (g) credential of director with the presence of
academic internships? (e.g., Can these variables predict directors' use of academic
internships?)
Research Question 3b: What is the relationship among the following variables: (a)
school classification, (b) scope of services, (c) public-private, (d) teaching classes, (e)
medical school, (t) nursing school, and (g) credential of director with the presence of
clinical rotations? (e.g., Can these variables predict directors' use of clinical rotations?)
Research Question 4a: What is the relationship among the following variables: (a)
school classification, (b) scope of services, (c) public-private, (d) teaching classes, (e)
medical school, (t) nursing school, and (g) credential of director with directors'
satisfaction with clinical rotations? (e.g., Can these variables predict directors'
satisfaction with clinical rotations)?
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Research Question 4b: What is the relationship among the following variables: (a)
school classification, (b) scope of services, (c) public-private, (d) teaching classes, (e)
medical school, (f) nursing school, and (g) credential of director with satisfaction with
academic internships? (e.g., Can these variables predict directors' satisfaction with
academic internships?)
Research Question 5: What are the directors' perceived barriers to their health
center serving as a site for academic internships?
Research Question 6: What are the directors' perceived enablers to their health
center serving as a site for academic internships?
Design
The investigator employed a descriptive design with survey methodology for this
study. Descriptive design is appropriate for an exploratory study seeking to establish
baseline data on a subject or topic being naturally observed. Furthermore, descriptive
design is warranted when the researcher seeks the opinion, perceptions, or naturally
occurring observations from a given population. An entire population is observed, rather
than a sample from which inferences can be made to an entire population. Descriptive
studies seek only to observe naturally occurring events in a population. The intent was to
establish baseline data on the demographics of college health center directors and their
perceptions of experiential learning.
Descriptive statistics, correlation, analysis of variance, chi-square, and regression
were utilized to describe the population demographics and to investigate relationships
among variables as they related to the satisfaction levels of the directors and the presence
of experiential learning activities. Correlation is a statistical technique that measures and
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describes the relationship between two variables. Usually the two variables are simply
observed as they exist naturally in the environment-there is no attempt to control or
manipulate the variables (Gravetter & Wallnau, 2004). Correlation measures the direction
of the relationship between variables (positive or negative), the form of the relationship
(linear or curvilinear), and the degree of the relationship (a perfect correlation identified
by a 1.00). Regression seeks to predict an outcome based on one or more predictor
variables. Regression is considered by many to a more powerful tool than correlation or
analysis of variance because it can reveal the predictive power of a certain variable and
it's affect on the outcome (dependent variable) rather than solely establishing a
relationship or significant difference between variables. For this study, the investigator
employed multiple regression. Multiple regression seeks to predict an outcome from
several predictors (independent variables; Field, 2005). The purpose of this study was
exploratory in nature and designed to observe and describe any naturally occurring
relationships among the established variables. Therefore, the descriptive research design
was the most appropriate to carry out this purpose.
This study also employed survey methodology. Survey methodology is conducted
for the purpose of obtaining descriptive data from a large population on a phenomenon
that cannot be readily observed. According to Winter (2007), the objectives of survey
research are description, explanation, and exploration. Therefore, this methodology was
appropriate for this study, due to the limited research on this topic. This investigator
found no studies examining college health centers and experiential education taking place
in those facilities. The following section defines the population surveyed.
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Population
The population surveyed consisted of college heath center directors. The
investigator obtained a mailing list as well as an Excel spreadsheet containing all member
institutions and all individual members of the ACHA. In addition to this, the investigator
utilized the Internet and professional contacts to gather all information on current health
center directors from each state and then integrated this list with the member list acquired
from ACHA. This was done in order to ensure that all health centers could be included
rather than just those possessing a current membership in ACHA. A total of 849
directors' names, addresses, and emailsweretabulatedduringthisprocess.This process
took place over a period oftwo months in the summer of2009. All 50 states were
included in this final list of health center directors. The investigator used the mailing list
to send the presurvey postcards alerting directors that they would be receiving a survey
by email within the week. Once the final email list was tabulated, the investigator used a
software package survey tool to send them out anonymously.
Survey Tools
The investigator utilized the StudentVoice assessment software tool to send the
emails anonymously and to send out automatic reminders to non-respondents.
StudentVoice is a Web-based online assessment tool for higher education institutions
across the United States. The company was founded in 2002 and now has over 400 client
schools. Today, StudentVoice is the only specialized, comprehensive assessment program
that combines elements of data collection, reporting, organization, and integration
(StudentVoice, 2010). The investigator constructed an original survey questionnaire for
this study in order to answer the stated research questions. The development of this
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survey instrument was essential, as no previous research existed addressing this particular
population and topic. In other words, the questions have not been empirically examined.
The first section of the survey included various demographic information, which
included information about the director (e.g., gender, academic credentials, years of
experience as the director) and the institution (e.g., the school classification, public versus
private). The school classifications were determined using the Carnegie Broad Categories
(Carnegie Foundation Classifications, 2008). The four major broad categories used for
this study were (a) doctoral-research universities, (b) master's colleges and universities,
(c) baccalaureate colleges, and (d) associate's colleges.
The middle section included questions regarding the experiential learning
activities (e.g., academic internships, clinical rotations), the scope of services offered at
the health centers (e.g., limited versus comprehensive), and the perceived enablers or
barriers to experiential learning. The last part of the survey included two questions
regarding the directors' reported satisfaction levels with the clinical rotations or academic
internships at their institution. The directors' reported levels of satisfaction with these
activities was measured using a rating scale using the following format (1

=

Very

dissatisfied, 2 = Somewhat dissatisfied, 3 = Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, 4 =
Somewhat satisfied, 5 = Very satisfied) to the question, "How satisfied are you with the
academic internships activities at your health center?"
The survey concluded with one open-ended question soliciting any further
comments about one thing they would do to improve the academic internships or clinical
rotations at their health center. The purpose of including the open-ended question was to
gain further perceptions of the health center directors not captured in the previous
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questions (see Appendix A for the survey). The investigator asked specifically for just
one response on this last question in order to assist with categorizing the responses for
data analysis.
The investigator developed an original survey and established content validity
through various meetings and feedback sessions and established reliability for the
research questions by conducting a test-retest on the survey questions.
Reliability and Validity

Content validity
The investigator solicited an expert panel of 10 college health professionals in
order to establish the content validity of the survey items. The investigator solicited the
feedback from these volunteers to determine the clarity of the questions and to address
any ambiguity in the wording of the questions. A review of the literature regarding the
recommended number of panel experts for establishing content validity yielded
recommendations between 5 and 15 individuals known to have expertise in the profession
being studied (Siegle, 2009). The members of this panel solicited by the investigator were
known to have a minimum of one years experience in college health. The investigator
solicited this panel while attending the ACHA Annual Meeting in May 2009. The panel
met in a group in a room reserved by the investigator. The panel was specifically asked to
read the survey questions and to make any recommendations for more clarity. The
investigator recorded these comments and made minor changes to the questions as
needed to improve clarity and content.
For example, the listed choices on the survey, such as perceived barriers or
enablers to academic internships, were determined by asking this expert panel of
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directors to report their own anecdotal observations with these situations in their own
schools. The most common ones were listed as choices to check on the survey, and a
choice for "other" was included as well. These answers provided the rationale for the
choices and content listed in the survey questions. Anecdotal evidence from these
sessions revealed a higher use of clinical rotations as opposed to academic internships at
college health centers. Further discussion on this observation is presented within the
results section in the following chapter. The use of academic internships was indeed
reported less frequently by the health center directors. The results of these expert panel
discussions proved valuable in the formulation of the survey questions. In particular, the
investigator's choice to focus on academic internships for Research Questions 5 and 6
was due to the feedback during these sessions.

Test-Retest Reliability
The term reliability refers to the consistency of different measurements of the
same thing. More specifically, a measurement procedure is said to be reliable if one can
make two different measurements of the same thing and obtain identical (or nearly
identical) values (Gravetter & Wallnau, 2004). The correlation between the two scores,
and often between individual questions, indicates the stability of the instrument (DeVon
et aI., 2007). The recommended time intervals between the original test and the retest are
somewhat controversial and varied. Recommendations range from a few hours to 6
months. According to Trochim (2005), the longer the time between test administrations,
the lower the reliability. This investigator chose a period of one week between test
administrations.
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A group of 10 health center directors were solicited to volunteer to do a test-retest
to establish reliability. They received the email and link to the survey exactly one week
apart, on Mondays. The survey software was programmed to send the survey by email
exactly one week apart. Only seven of the original 10 completed both tests, so the other
three were not included in the correlation analysis. The investigator found varied
opinions in the literature, regarding the recommended correlation coefficient for
reliability. Many social science researchers consider a coefficient of. 70 to be acceptable
(Siegle, 2009). The test-retest results for the categorical questions for the survey yielded
an average Pearson correlation of .83 (see Table 1).
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Table 1

Test-Retest Pearson Correlations
Survey item

r
1.0.0.

Gender
Credential

.94

Teach academic classes

1.0.0.

Years as director

1.0.0.

School classification

.73

Public-private

1.0.0.

Scope of services

1.0.0.

Nursing school

1.0.0.

Medical school

1.0.0.

Clinical rotations

.75

Academic internships

1.0.0.

Satisfaction clinical

.35
1.0.0.

Satisfaction internships

Note. The average test-retest correlation was .8-3.

r= .83;p< .0.1, two-tailed.
Procedure
Dillman's (20.0.7) methods for Internet survey methodology served as a guide for
this study. The purpose ofthe study, the survey preamble, and the informed consent were
linked to the survey. This investigator utilized the guiding principles outlined by Dillman
(20.0.7) for Internet surveys, which recommended the survey preamble and that the survey
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itself be short and concise. Once the participants clicked the icon "I agree," to the
infonned consent, they were immediately brought to the survey (see Appendix A). The
participants' responses were completely protected and kept'anonymous to the investigator
by the software design. The study was approved by the Human Subjects Review Board of
Western Kentucky University and the Institutional Review Board of University of
Louisville (See Appendix B and C)
As stated earlier, the tabulation of addresses and email lists were used by the
investigator to mail the presurvey postcards and to email the survey, respectively.
Postcards were sent on Friday, September 18th, in order to alert the directors that they
would be receiving an email containing the link to the survey (see Appendix D).
According to Mehta and Sivadas (1995) the use of prenotification for email surveys is
mandatory. The purpose of sending the postcard was to serve as the preliminary notice of
the email to follow, soliciting voluntary participation in the study. It also served to reduce
the risk of the ensuing email being deleted because it was not recognized. Use of the
delete key makes disposing of a questionnaire request easier and quicker than for any
other survey method, even before the full nature ofthe request appears on the screen
(Dillman, 2007).
The first email with the direct link to the survey
(http://studentvoice.com/wkulexperientiallearning09) was sent out on Wednesday,
September 23,2009. This first original email list contained the 849 tabulated emails.
Eighty-eight of these emails bounced back to the server as undeliverable. The original
number from which the investigator could establish the final response rate of 35% was
761. One-hundred and twenty-two valid responses were received after the first email was
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sent. Exactly one week later (September 30th, 2009) the first email reminder was sent to
nonrespondents. After this notice, 55 more were received. The second automatically
generated reminder email was sent one week later (October 5, 2009). After this reminder,
41 additional responses were received. The third automatically generated email reminder
to nonrespondents was sent one week later (October 12,2009). This resulted in four
additional responses. As a last step, the investigator utilized the student health listserv
(shs@utk.listserv) to send out an email in a final attempt to reach any director who had
not seen the emailsorpostcardsbutweresubscribedtothecollegehealthlistserv.This
last attempt yielded an additional 44 responses.
An important note here is the design of the StudentVoice software. This software

prevents the online survey from being validated more than one time from the same email
address. This control is designed to prevent duplicate responses. The investigator
included the hotlink to the survey in this final email sent to the listserv. The inclusion of
the hotlink directly into the email makes it easier and less time consuming for the
respondents to access the survey. Data collection was closed after one month from the
first email to the last request. The final number of respondents was 267 out of761 emails
sent, yielding a final response rate of 35%. The follow-up emails were notably effective
in increasing the overall response rate.
The advantages of email and Web-based surveys are, most notably, increased
speed regarding transmission and the convenience for the respondent (Dillman, 2007).
The survey was designed by the investigator to take participants no more than 5-10 min
to complete. This was validated by the investigator during the test-retest phase of the
study. It was designed this way in order to maximize participants' willingness to
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complete the survey and to minimize attrition resulting from participants beginning the
survey but not finishing it, due to time constraints. The risk of an incomplete survey
increases if a person has to log out and then log back on again. As such, the intent was for
the survey to be completed online and in one brief sitting. As noted earlier, the
investigator had three follow-up emails sent to nonrespondents, which included a direct
link to the survey to further entice nonrespondents. Schaefer and Dillman (1977) found
that inclusion ofthe replacement survey in a follow-up notice encouraged faster returns
and resulted in a higher final response rate. Once data collection ceased, the investigator
commenced with data analysis.
Data Analysis
Data were downloaded electronically form the StudentVoice Website into Excel
format and then moved into the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
software (Version 15.0). The research questions were designed to gather baseline data on
the current use of college health centers as placement sites for academic internships and
clinical rotations.
Descriptive statistics (i.e., frequencies and percentages) were used to describe and
summarize the responses to Research Questions 1 and 2. Research Questions 3a and 3b
were addressed utilizing logistic regression to explore the predictive value of director and
school characteristic variables to the presence of academic internships or clinical
rotations at the directors' health centers. Research Questions 4a and 4b were addressed by
employing multiple regression to explore the predictive value of director and school
characteristic variables on the satisfaction levels of directors regarding clinical rotations
or academic internships at their health centers. Research Questions 5 and 6 were
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summarized with descriptive statistics (e.g., summary charts and frequency tables) to
report the directors' perceived barriers and enablers to academic internships at their
health centers. The following chapter will present the results of the descriptive data on
the population and school demographics, the statistical analyses for the research
questions, and a summary of these results.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to investigate the use of college health centers for
experiential learning (academic internships and clinical rotations) and the relationship
among director characteristics, school characteristics, and the presence of these activities
and the directors' satisfaction with them. This chapter serves to summarize the
demographics of the respondents and school characteristics, review the research
questions, present the data analyses, and summarize the findings.
The total number of respondents included 267 college health center directors. This
represents an overall return rate of 35%. During the past two - three decades, many
scholars had advocated for a minimum response rate of 60% to be considered a strong
response rate for survey research. This is not necessarily the case today.
Since 1986 survey response rates have declined steadily for both mail and
Internet-based surveys. This is due to the number of surveys people now receive ranging
from their grocery store chain to the U.S. Census. In one meta-analysis study of email
surveys sent since 1986, the average response rate was 36.83% (Sheehan, 2001). The
study demonstrated a steady decline in the 15 years from 1986 to 2001. In the following
sections ofthis chapter, the investigator describes the demographics of these 267
respondents, addresses each research question with the corresponding data analysis, and
summarizes the results.
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Demographics
Director Characteristics
The respondents consisted of267 college health center directors (see Table 2)
Table 2
Director Demographic

Demographic

Frequency

%

Male

64

24.0

Female

203

76.0

Total

267

Gender

100

Education
Baccalaureate

44

16.5

Master's degree (clinical)

77

28.8

Master's degree (nonclinical)

49

18.4

PhD

20

7.5

MD

47

17.6

Other

30

11.2

Total

267

100

Teach academic classes
Yes

57

21.3

No

210

78.7

Total

267
Note. Years as director: M

=

8.3 years, Mdn

62

=

100
6 years, Mode = 3 years.

The demographics of college health centers and health center directors are very
diverse. As displayed in Table 3 the cross tabulation shows than many schools have
licensed clinical nurses as directors who may provide triage care and administrative
duties at some schools. A summary of the cross-tabulation for credential and gender is as
follows: baccalaureate, men, 3 (4.69%), women, 41 (20.2%); clinical master's, men, 2
(3.13%), women, 75 (36.95%); nonclinical master's, men, 19 (29.69%), women, 30
(14.78%); PhD, men 7 (10.94%), women, 13 (6.4%); MD or DO, men, 26 (40.63%),
women, 21 (10.34%).
A clear majority of the female directors held clinical master's degrees in nursing,
and a majority of the male directors held an MD or DO degree. The credential coming
closest to an even distribution among men and women was the PhD (10.9% and 6.4%,
respectively). The scope of services data revealed that 54 (85.71 %) of the male directors
reported scope of service as comprehensive, whereas 9 (14.29%) reported limited
services. In contrast, 99 (49.25%) of the female directors reported scope of service as
comprehensive, whereas 102 (50.75%) reported limited services (see Table 3).
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Table 3
Cross-Tabulation A: Gender, Scope ofServices, Credential
Question 2: "What is your gender?"
Men
Count

Response

Women
%

Count

%

Total
Count

%

Question 8: "What is the scope of your health center's services?"
Comprehensive (full time:
MDs, ancillaries, health
education)

54

85.71

99

49.25

153

57.95

Limited (part time: nursing
visits with triage, part-time
MD hours)

9

14.29

102

50.75

111

42.05

63

100.00

201

100.00

264

100.00

Total

Question 3: "What is your highest academic credential?"
Baccalaureate degree

3

4.69

41

20.20

44

16.48

Master's degree (clinical)
MSN, ARNP, MSW, etc.

2

3.13

75

36.95

77

28.84

Masters degree (nonclinical)

19

29.69

30

14.78

49

18.35

PhD

7

10.94

13

6.40

20

7.49

MDorDO

26

40.63

21

10.34

47

17.60

Other (please specify)

7

10.94

23

11.33

30

11.24

School Characteristics
The directors classified their schools in the following ways: 106 (39.7%) as
research-doctoral, 68 (25.5%) as masters, 87 (32.6%) as baccalaureate, and 3 (1.1 %) as
associates or community college; 147 (55.1 %) were public, and 117 (43.3%) were
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private. In term ofthe scope of services offered at their health centers, 153 (57.95%)
listed them as comprehensive, and 111 (42.05%) listed the service level as limited. When
asked if their school has a nursing school, 158 (59.2%) indicated that it did, and 106
(39.7%) indicated that it did not; 34 (12.7%) said that their school had a medical school,
and 230 (86.1 %) indicated that their school did not have a medical school (see Table 4).
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Table 4
School Characteristics

Frequency

%

Research-doctoral

106

39.7

Master's

68

25.5

Baccalaureate

87

32.6

Associate's or community college

3

1.1

Total

264

100

Public

147

55.1

Private

117

43.3

Limited

111

41.6

Comprehensive

153

57.3

Total

264

100

Yes

158

59.2

No

106

39.7

Total

264

100

Yes

34

12.7

No

230

86.1

Total

264

100

Responses
Classification

School type

Scope of services

Nursing school

Medical school

Results of Data Analysis
Research Question 1

Research Question 1 focused on whether college health centers were being
utilized for experiential learning (e.g., academic internships or clinical rotations).
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According to this group of respondents, 127 (47.6%) indicated they had clinical rotations,
whereas 137 (51.3%) indicated they did not (see Table 5).
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Table 5
Clinical Rotations
Frequency

%

Yes

127

47.6

No

137

51.3

Total

264

100

Responses

Clinical rotations

No. per year
1

10

8.1

2

23

18.5

3

18

14.5

4+

49

39.5

Varies

24

19.4

Yes

43

16.1

No

224

83.9

Total

267

100

Yes

83

31.1

No

184

68.9

Total

267

100

Medical residents

Nurse practitioners

Physical assistants
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Table 5 (continued)
Clinical Rotations
Responses

Yes

%

Frequency

22

8.2

No

245

91.8

Total

267

100

Physical therapy

2.6

Yes

7

No

260

97.4

Total

267

100

Yes

29

10.9

No

238

89.1

Total

267

100

Counseling-therapy

Medical assistants

3.4

Yes

9

No

258

96.6

Total

267

100

Yes

58

21.7

No

209

78.3

Total

267

100

Nursing students
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Table 5 (continued)
Clinical Rotations
Frequency

%

Athletic training

10

40.0

Lab techs

2

8.0

Pharmacy tech

5

20.0

Dietetics

3

12.0

Radiology tech

3

12.0

Optometry

2

8.0

Total

25

Responses

Other

100

Research Question 2
Research Question 2 was designed to gather information regarding the specific
academic departments that utilized their campus health center for placement of academic
interns. Respondents who indicated that their health centers serve as a placement for
academic internships were asked to specify which academic departments collaborate with
the centers in order to place interns. These departments included health majors (public,
education, or administration), counseling and psychology, student affairs, and business
administration. The majority were reported to come from health majors: public, health
administration, or health education (see Table 6).
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Table 6
Academic Internships
Frequency

%

Yes

73

27.7

No

188

70.4

Total

261

100

1

24

33.8

2

16

22.5

3

10

14.l

4+

14

19.7

Varies

7

9.9

Yes

42

15.7

No

225

84.3

Total

267

100

Responses

Academic internships

No. per year

Health administration/public health

Business administration
Yes

9

3.4

No

258

96.6

Total

267

100
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Table 6 (continued)
Academic Internships
Responses

Frequency

%

Medical school department
Yes

5

No

262

98.1

Total

267

100

Yes

20

7.5

No

247

92.5

Total

267

100

1.9

Student affairs

Nursing school department
Yes

17

6.4

No

250

93.6

Total

267

100

Education-higher education

4

21.0

Social work

7

36.8

Technical school

3

15.7

Exercise science

3

15.7

Health information management

2

10.5

Total

19

100

Other
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Further review revealed that 45 (36.3%) ofthe directors indicated that they had both
clinical rotations and academic internships at their health centers. As noted above, the
majority of directors reported having just one or the other, with clinical rotations (48.1 %)
being reported more frequently than academic internships (28.0%).
Research Question 3a

Research Question 3a examined the relationship among director characteristics,
school characteristics, and the presence of academic internships. Logistic regression
using simultaneous entry was conducted to determine whether director and school
characteristics could predict directors' use of academic internships. Logistic regression is
the appropriate method of analysis when the outcome variable is dichotomous. In this
case the outcome variable was defined as aYes or No answer regarding the presence or
not of academic internships at the directors' health centers. The predictor variables
simultaneously entered into the regression were as follows: (a) school classification, (b)
scope of services, (c) public-private, (d) teaching classes, (e) medical school, (f) nursing
school, and (g) credential of director. Due to the small number of cases identified as
associate's or community colleges (n = 3), these cases were excluded from the analysis.
Chi-square was utilized to examine the overall model for significance.
Regression results indicate that the overall analysis was significant, X2(12, N
=258) = 50.10, p < .002, R2 = .18. The analysis correctly classified 77.1 % of the cases in
terms of the presence or absence of academic internships. Examination or regression
coefficients revealed that scope of service (odds ratio = .27) and education level of
director listed as "other" (odds ratio = .33) were significant predictors in the overall
model. Schools with limited services were only 27% as likely as comprehensive level
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services to have academic internships, and directors with "other" degrees were only 33%
as likely as nonc1inical (e.g, administration) master's degree to have academic internships
at their health centers. A summary of predictor variables and coefficients are listed in
Table 7.
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Table 7
Summary ofLogistic Regression Analysis: School and Director Characteristics
Predicting Academic Internships

p

SEP

Wald

df

p

Exp(P)

Research-doctoral

-0.51

0.43

1.39

1

.24

0.60

Master's

0.27

0.48

0.32

1

.57

1.31

-1.30

0.42

9.74

1

.002

0.27 a

-0.45

0.37

1.43

1

.23

0.64

-0.56

0.36

2.38

1

.12

0.57

-0.26

0.46

0.31

1

.56

0.77

-0.22

0.37

0.34

1

.56

0.81

Baccalaureate

-0.12

0.73

0.02

1

.88

0.89

Mas ter' s (clinical)

-0.11

0.59

0.03

1

.86

0.90

Master's (nonclinical)

-1.11

0.60

3.39

1

.07

0.33 a

PhD

0.27

0.79

0.12

1

.73

1.31

Predictor
School classification

Scope of services
Comprehensive
School type
Public
Teach academic classes
Yes
Medical school
Yes
Nursing school
Yes
Director credential

MD
0.10
0.62
0.03
1
.88
1.10
Note. Reference categories: school classification = baccalaureate; scope of services =
limited; public versus private; credential = other. aSignificant predictor variable.
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Research Question 3b
Research Question 3b examined the relationship among director demographics,
school characteristics, and the presence clinical rotations. Logistic regression utilizing
simultaneous entry was utilized to determine whether director and school characteristics
could predict directors' use of clinical rotations. The predictor variables simultaneously
entered into the regression were as follows: (a) school classification, (b) scope of
services, (c) public-private, (d) teaching classes, (e) medical school, (t) nursing school,
and (g) credential of director.
Regression results indicate that the overall model was significant, X2( 12, N = 261)
=

68.23,p < .001, R2 = .23. The model correctly classified 72.0% of the cases in terms of

the presence or absence of clinical rotations. Examination of regression coefficients
revealed that baccalaureate school classification (odds ratio = .48), scope of services
(odds ratio = .29) and nursing school (odds ratio = .48) were significant predictors. This
result indicates that baccalaureate schools were 39% as likely as doctoral-research
schools to have clinical rotation, health centers with limited services were only 29% as
likely to have a clinical rotation as those with comprehensive services, and those without
a nursing school were only 48% as likely to have clinical rotations as those with a nursing
school. The value of R2 = .23 suggests that 23% ofthe variance in the criterion variable is
accounted for by the set of predictors. A summary of predictor variables and the
coefficients are listed in Table 8.
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Table 8
Logistic Regression Analysis: School and Director Characteristics Predicting Clinical
Rotations
B

SE~

Wald

df

p

Exp(~)

-0.94

0.39

5.87

1

.02

0.39 a

-1.24

0.35

12.71

1

<.001

0.39a

-0.17

0.33

0.27

1

.60

0.84

-0.11

0.36

0.09

1

.77

0.90

0.29

0.49

0.35

1

.55

1.34

-074

0.32

5.45

1

.02

0.48 a

Baccalaureate

-0.74

0.60

1.52

1

.22

0.48

Master's (clinical)

-0.83

0.53

2.44

1

.12

0.44

Master's (nonclinical)

-0.12

0.57

0.05

1

.83

0.89

PhD

-0.97

0.69

2.01

1

.16

0.38

Predictor
School classification
Research-doctoral
Scope of services
Comprehensive
School type
Public
Teach academic classes
Yes
Medical school
Yes
Nursing school
Yes
Director credential

0.62
1
0.64
-0.45
0.58
.43
MD
Note. Reference categories: school classification = baccalaureate; scope of services =
limited; school type = private; credential = other. aSignificant predictor variable.
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Research Question 4a
Research Question 4a examined the relationship among director characteristics,
school characteristics, and satisfaction with clinical rotations. In this case, multiple
regression was the appropriate statistical procedure as opposed to logistic regression
because the outcome variable was interval level (satisfaction). The predictor variables
simultaneously entered into the regression were as follows: (a) school classification, (b)
scope of services, (c) public-private, (d) teaching classes, (e) medical school, (f) nursing
school, and (g) credential of director.
Multiple regression analysis using simultaneous entry was conducted to determine
whether director and school characteristics could predict directors' satisfaction with
clinical rotations. Analysis of variance was employed to examine the overall model for
significance. Regression results indicate the overall model was not significant, F(?, 135)

= 1.?5,p = .10, R2 = .08. However the presence of a nursing school was a single predictor
variable regarding directors' satisfaction with clinical rotations (p
the predictor variables and the coefficients is listed in Table 9.
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=

.005). A summary of

Table 9
Summary of Regression Analysis: School and Director Characteristics Predicting
Satisfaction with Clinical Rotations
B(SE)

~

p

t

Scope of services

-0.08(0.18)

-.04

.645

-0.46

School classification

-0.12(0.10)

-.12

.234

-1.20

Public versus private

0.20(0.17)

.11

.229

1.21

Nursing school

-0.48(0.17)

-.26

.005

2.85*

Gender

-0.09(0.17)

-.05

.618

-0.50

Predictor

-.08
Credential
-0.04(0.05)
.374
-0.89
Note. R2 = .08. *p < .05. For scope of services, higher values reflect a more limited scope;
for school classification, higher values reflect less advanced degree opportunities;
for public versus private, higher values reflect private schools; for medical
school and nursing school, higher values reflect the absence of these programs;
for gender, higher values reflect female gender; and for credential, higher
values reflect more advanced degrees.

Research Question 4b
Research Question 4b continued the examination of satisfaction levels, looking
this time at academic internships. Multiple regression analysis using simultaneous entry
was conducted to determine whether director and school characteristics could predict the
directors' satisfaction with academic internships. Analysis of variance was employed to
examine the overall model. Regression results indicate the overall model was significant,
F(7, 95) = 2.24, p = .04, R2 = .14. Scope of services (p =.046) was the only significant
predictor variable. Those directors with more comprehensive services at their health
centers reported greater satisfaction with the academic internships. Of note, there was
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also a trend toward significance (p = .06-.09) for school classification and nursing school.
A summary of the predictor variables and the coefficients is in Table 10.
Table 10
Summary of Regression Analysis: School and Director Characteristics Predicting
Satisfaction with Academic Internships
B(SE)

p

p

t

Scope of services

-0.51 (0.25)

-.24

.046

-2.03*

School classification

0.24(0.14)

.22

.073

1.81

Public versus private

-0.13(0.21 )

-.07

.518

-0.65

Medical school

-0.30(0.25)

-.13

.235

-1.20

Nursing school

-0.35(0.19)

-.19

.076

1.80

Gender

-0.19(0.19)

-.11

.324

-0.99

Credential

-0.02(0.06)

-.03

.752

-0.32

Predictor

Note. R2 = .14. *p < .05 For scope of services, higher values reflect a more limited scope;
for school classification, higher values reflect less advanced degree opportunities; for
public versus private, higher values reflect private schools; for medical school and
nursing school, higher values reflect the absence of these programs; for gender, higher
values reflect female gender; and for credential, higher values reflect more advanced
degrees.

Further descriptive analyses ofthe directors' reported satisfaction levels, revealed
the following: 29.5% were somewhat satisfied with academic internships, whereas 34.7%
were somewhat satisfied with clinical rotations. Additionally, 35.2% reported being very
satisfied with academic internships, whereas 45.8% reported being very satisfied with
clinical rotations at their health centers (see Table 11).
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Table 11

Directors' Satisfaction

Responses

Frequency

%

"How satisfied are you with academic internships?"a
V ery dissatisfied

o

0.0

Somewhat dissatisfied

2

1.9

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

35

33.3

Somewhat satisfied

33

29.5

Very satisfied

37

35.2

Total

105

100

"How satisfied are you with clinical rotations?"b
Very dissatisfied

2

1.4

Somewhat dissatisfied

1

0.7

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

25

17.4

Somewhat satisfied

50

34.7

Very satisfied

66

45.8

Total

144

100

aM = 3.96, SD

=

0.87. bM

=

4.22, SD 0.86.

Research Question 5
Research Question 5 examined the directors' perceptions regarding any barriers
they experience to serving as a site for academic internships. Forty-six respondents
recorded answers. They were given the option of checking all applicable items, thereby
listing more than one barrier. The most common barriers included lack of space for the
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student, lack of awareness from academic units, lack of awareness from career services,
lack of interest of health center staff, lack oftime for directors to participate, and lack or
resources to pay interns. Additionally they were provided an open-ended option to list
other barriers; of significant note, all were confidentiality concerns. A frequency of the
responses is listed in Table 12.
Table 12
Barriers to Academic Internships

Frequency

%

Lack of space to house student

46

17.2

Lack of awareness by academic departments

24

9.0

Lack of awareness of career services

8

3.0

Lack of health care staff interest to be preceptor

14

5.2

Lack of time for directors to participate

46

17.2

Lack or resources to pay interns

56

21.0

None ofthe above

14

5.2

Total

194

77.8

5

6.2

Responses

Other
Confidentiality concerns
Research Question 6
Research Question 6 examined the directors' perceptions regarding any enablers
to serving as a site for academic internships. Fifty-four respondents recorded answers.
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They were given the option of checking all applicable items, thereby listing more than
one enabler. See Table 13 for the frequency of responses.
Table 13

Enablers to Academic Internships

Frequency

%

Good relationship with academic units

54

20.2

We have a medical school

7

2.6

We have a nursing school

29

10.9

We are able to pay interns

7

2.6

We have time to mentor the intern

31

11.6

We have room to house the intern

15

5.6

Our staff enjoys working with interns

63

23.6

Interns help get things accomplished

50

18.7

Total

256

Responses

100

Other
Health care staff supports academic mission

3

42.8

Health care staffhas strong reputation of campus

2

28.6

Health care staff provides a variety of
opportunities/majors

2

28.6

Total

7

100

Summary
The descriptive statistics and regression analyses employed in this exploratory
study have established the use of clinical rotations and academic internships at these
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college health centers. The results ofthe logistic regression analyses indicated two
predictor variables for the presence of academic internships (scope of services and
director credential) and three predictor variables for the presence of clinical rotations
(school classification, scope of services, and nursing school). In regard to directors'
satisfaction with academic internships, the overall multiple regression analysis was
significant, revealing one significant predictor variable (scope of services). There was a
trend toward significance (p =.06-.09) for school classification and the presence of a
nursing school. Conversely, the overall model for predicting satisfaction with clinical
rotations was not significant, but one significant predictor variable emerged (the presence
of a nursing school). These repeated findings regarding the presence of a nursing school
warrants further discussion.
The presence of a nursing school was evident in both predicting the presence of
clinical rotations as well as the directors' satisfaction with both clinical rotations and
academic internships at their health centers. Although more directors reported using
clinical rotations more frequently than academic internships, the presence of a nursing
school emerged in both arenas. Further discussion regarding this finding will be
addressed in the following chapter. As noted above, the last two questions ofthis study
examined the directors' perceived barriers or enablers to hosting academic internships at
their health centers.
Notably, the focus on further perceptions regarding barriers and enablers for
academic internships was warranted given the much lower reported use of academic
internships versus the use of clinical rotations. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the
investigator included these last two questions-with a focus on academic internships-
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due to the content analysis done during the fonnulation of the final survey. Most of the
expert panel reported less frequent use of academic internships and academic integration
as compared to the more ubiquitous use of clinical rotations at their health centers. The
results of this study support this contention.
The following chapter provides a discussion of the results, implications and
recommendations for practice and suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

Enhancing the learning outcomes and the development of job-related skills for
college students continues to receive attention. Many educators, business leaders, and
students have espoused the benefits of experientialleaming (or learning by doing) as a
way toward this end. According to Charles Osburn, founding trustee of the National
Commission for Cooperative Education,
It allows the teacher and the student to gather and contemplate the past as well as
to create the future. It provides an atmosphere where students can flourish in the
real world of competition and where they can participate actively and effectively
in their educational experience. (as cited in Altland, 1990, p. 51)

Although many researchers have studied various private industries and their use
of cooperative education (Broughman & Casella, 1996; Lewis, 2008) and experiential
learning with medical students (Meah, Smith, & Thomas, 2009; Veeser, Hembree, &
Bonner, 2008), there is a paucity of studies examining the use of on-campus facilities for
internships and clinical rotations.
It is this investigator's belief, based on anecdotal evidence, that internships do

take place at these on-campus departments, but these activities are not widely studied or
noted in the literature. Although cooperative education and experiential learning is touted
in many industries, there is little apparent research on the use of college health centers for
this purpose. The purpose of this study was to explore the use of college health centers
for clinical rotations and academic internships as reported by health center directors.
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Summary of Results
As noted in the previous chapter, the use of academic internships or clinical
rotations was reported by these health center director respondents. 48.1 % reported the
use of clinical rotations and 28.0% reported using academic internships The data clearly
indicate that clinical rotations are used to a greater degree than academic internships.
Further analyses on Questions 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b were performed to explore the
relationships among director characteristics, school characteristics, and the presence of
academic internships or clinical rotations and the directors' satisfaction levels with these
activities.
Question 3a examined the relationship among director characteristics, school
characteristics, and the use of academic internships. As noted in the previous chapter, the
logistic regression results indicated two predictor variables, scope of services and
directors' listing "other" credential versus clinical master's degree. In other words, for
this particular group of respondents, those with limited services versus comprehensive
were 27% less likely to have academic internships and directors with a credential
classified as "other" (education) were 33% as likely as nonclinical (e.g, administrative)
master's credentialed directors to have academic internships at their health centers. Those
schools with less resources and scope of service may have fewer learning opportunities
for students, and those directors listing other degrees as compared to nonclinical (e.g.,
administration) master's may be less inclined toward the academic mentoring role
inherent in these student learning internships.
Question 3b examined the same variables in relationship to the presence of
clinical rotations. The logistic regression results indicated that the overall model was
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significant, with three significant predictor variables: school classification
(baccalaureate), scope of services, and nursing school. Baccalaureate schools were 39%
as likely as doctoral-research schools to have a clinical rotation, centers with limited
services were 29% as likely as those with comprehensive services to have clinical
rotations, and schools without a nursing school were 48% as likely as those with a
nursing school to have clinical rotations.
Interpretation of these results is fairly intuitive. Those schools classified as
baccalaureate tend to be smaller and focused more toward liberal arts as their primary
mission. The health centers at these schools may inherently have fewer opportunities-as
well as the inclination-at their health centers for sponsorship of clinical rotations. The
significance of the scope of services (limited) supports this trend as well. Health centers
with a limited scope of service as opposed to a comprehensive level of service may have
fewer clinical opportunities for student rotations. Comprehensive levels of service would
also tend to offer a fuller array of clinical training in areas such as medicine, nursing,
counseling, and allied health opportunities (e.g., physical therapy or radiology technician
opportunities). The regression results from Question 3a yielding the significance of a
nursing school as a predictor variable regarding the presence of clinical rotations,
whereas the presence of a medical school was not a predictor, was one of the most
unexpected findings in this study.
In this present study, the presence of a medical school did not serve as a

significant predictor for the presence of clinical rotations at these particular college health
centers. This finding is interesting in that most observers may inherently assume the
presence of a medical school would be a more significant predictor for the presence of
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clinical rotations than that of a nursing school. Future studies examining these two
variables is warranted. The data from this study indicated that more schools reported the
presence of a nursing school than a medical school. This may be an explanation for this
finding. Another explanation maybe that the nursing school faculty or students are more
inclined to participate in a clinical rotation at the college health center. Further empirical
research may shed light on these possibilities.
For those reporting the presence of a medical school, 24 (70.6%) indicated that
they had clinical rotations, whereas 10 (29.4%) indicated that they did not. For those with
no medical school, 103 (44.8%) indicated that they had clinical rotations, whereas 127
(55.2%) indicated that they did not. For those reporting the presence of a nursing school,
96 (58.7%) indicated that they had clinical rotations, whereas 65 (41.1 %) indicated that
they did not. For those with no nursing school, 34 (32%) indicated that they did have
clinical rotations, whereas 72 (67.9%) indicated that they did not.
The summary of these categorized responses in percentages augments the
regression results indicating that those without a nursing school are 49% less likely to
have clinical rotations. Clearly, nearly 70% of those respondents with no nursing school
did not sponsor clinical rotations, whereas only 45% of those with no medical school did
not have clinical rotations. Table 14 displays the percentage responses regarding the
presence of a medical school or a nursing school with the presence of clinical rotations as
well as academic internships (see Table 14). The cross-tabulation in Table 14 reiterates
the less frequently reported use of academic internships than clinical rotations. Further
analysis examined the directors' satisfaction with these activities.
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Table 14
Cross-Tabulation B

Yes
Response

Count

Total

No
%

Count

%

Count

%

Question: 10 "Does your school have a medical school?"
Question 11: "Does your
health center serve as a site
for clinical rotations?"
Yes

24

70.59

103

44.78

127

48.11

No

10

29.41

127

55.22

137

51.89

Total

34

100.00

230

100.00

264

100.00

Yes

15

45.45

58

25.44

73

27.97

No

18

54.55

170

74.56

188

72.03

Total

33

100.00

228

100.00

261

100.00

Question 14: "Does your
health center serve as a
placement site for academic
internships (nonclinical)?"

Question 9: "Does your school have a nursing school?"
Question 11: "Does your
health center serve as a site
for clinical rotations?"
Yes

93

58.86

34

32.08

127

48.11

No

65

41.14

72

67.92

137

51.89

Total

158

100.00

106

100.00

264

100.00
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Table 14 (continued)

Cross-Tabulation B

Yes
Response

Count

Total

No
%

Count

%

Count

%

Question 9: "Does your school have a nursing school?"
Question 14: "Does your
health center serve as a
placement site for academic
internships (nonclinical)?"
Yes

52

33.33

21

20.00

73

27.97

No

104

66.67

84

80.00

188

72.03

Total

156

100.00

105

100.00

261

100.00

Question 4b investigated the relationship with these same variables to the
satisfaction levels with academic internships. The overall regression model was
significant. Only scope of services was a significant predictor variable. Those with more
comprehensive services reported greater satisfaction with academic internships.
In addition to this significant predictor, there was a trend toward significance for
school classification and nursing school. Again, the presence of a nursing school
indicates a potential influence on the results ofthis study. Those from schools with
nursing schools tend to be more satisfied with academic internships. This finding is one
of the most significant of this study, along with the empirical data demonstrating the less
frequently reported use of academic internships as opposed to the more ubiquitously
reported use of clinical rotations at these college health centers. The last two research
questions for this study were designed to probe this phenomenon further.
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Research Question 5 examined the directors' perceived barriers to having
academic internships at their health centers: 56 (21.0%) of the respondents checked lack
of resources to pay interns, 46 (17.2%) checked lack of time for directors to participate
and lack of space to house the student, 24 (9.0%) checked lack of awareness by academic
units, 14 (5.2%) checked lack of interest for staffto participate, 8 (3.0%) listed lack of
awareness from career services to recommend the health center, and 16 (15.2%) listed
"other" (confidentiality issues, too many other demands, and limitations in staffing).
Research Question 6 examined the successors (enablers) to serving as a site for
academic internships: 63 (23.6%) checked Our staff enjoys working with the students, 54
(20.2%) checked We have a good relationship with academic units, 50 (18.7%) checked
Interns help get things accomplished, 31 (11.6%) checked We have time to mentor the
intern 29 (10.9%) checked We have a nursing school, 15 (5.6%) checked We have room
to house the intern, 7 (2.6%) checked We are able to pay interns, 7 (2.6%) checked We
have a medical school, and 12 (11.4%) listed other (college of pharmacy, a variety of
majors that can benefit from exposure to college health, strong reputation on campus for
providing good student learning experiences, and a good relationship with the medical
college serving as a research site). (See Appendix A for all responses.)
The fact that 29 (10.9%) of the respondents signified that one ofthe enablers to
serving as an academic internships site was the presence of nursing school is an
interesting observation. As discussed earlier, regarding Research Question 3b, logistic
regression analysis revealed that the presence of a nursing school was a significant
predictor for the presence of clinical rotations. In addition, there was a trend toward
significance with this variable when examining the presence of academic internships. As
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noted here, 29 of the directors reported that the presence of a nursing school enables the
success of their academic internships. Of note, those reporting that the presence of a
medical school was an enabler to providing academic internships was much lower at 7
responses. The investigator concluded the survey with an open-ended question for the
respondents to augment the results of these questions.
The investigator included an open-ended question at the end of the survey in order
to solicit further descriptive information. The question read, "What is the one thing you
would do to improve upon the academic internships or clinical rotations at your health
center?" A total of 113 individuals responded to this last question. The responses were
tabulated into the categories representing the major themes in these open-ended responses
(see Table 15). A detailed list of each of the individual responses can be seen in
Appendix A.
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Table 15

Open-Ended Question Responses
Frequency

Theme
More time

29

Additional staffing

12

Additional space

12

Additional funding

5

Quality students

7

Better communication with academics

10

More specific goals

6

More internship areas

7

Not applicable-no change

13

Miscellaneous

11

Total
113
Note. The open-ended question was "What is the one thing you would do to improve
upon the academic internships or clinical rotations at your health center?"
In the previous sections, a thorough review of the research questions,
discussion of the results, additional cross-tabulations, and a summary of responses to the
open-ended question on the survey have been presented. The interpretation of the
findings, implications for practice, and suggestions for further research is addressed in the
following sections.
Interpretation of Findings
This exploratory study was conducted using a descriptive design with survey
methodology. The descriptive data of these 267 health center directors provide a view of
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the demographics of these respondents' schools, scope of services, and the use of clinical
rotations or academic internships at these college health centers. The high female
response rate supports the general perception that many college health centers have
licensed clinical nurses as the director (36.9%); the males with clinical masters degrees
was a mere 3.1 %. The majority of male directors (29.7%) had a non-clinical master's
(e.g., administration) or an MD or DO degree (40.6%). The female directors with nonclinical (e.g., administration) masters degrees was 14.7%, and those women with MD or
DO degrees was 10.3%.
The majority of the male directors were reported being at schools with
comprehensive services (85.7%); female directors at these full service centers was 49.3%.
Half of the female directors were located at schools with limited services (50.7%),
whereas 14.3% of the male directors were. A common phenomenon readily observed in
the field of college health is seen in those schools with limited services. As noted above,
most of these centers have nurse-trained female directors. They serve dual roles as the
source of nurse triaging services as well as conducting the administrative duties inherent
within these service levels.
College health nursing has a rich and proud tradition (Crihfield, 1995). At the
ACHA Annual Meeting, there are often sectional meetings specifically for nurse-directed
health centers. They have unique demands, which would merit future study in order to
glean further insight to these centers in comparison to others. The descriptive data in the
present study serve as an effective snapshot of the various demographics of college heath
centers and that of the directors.
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As noted in the historical perspectives of college health in chapter II, the
complexities of college health centers are increasing due to the rising cost of health care,
financial pressures, and a growing patient population due to increases in college
enrollment. This is followed by an increasing demand for the skilled administrative
personnel to manage them, especially in regards to the billing and financial aspects more
inherent at college health centers today. It is a common understanding that the need and
demand for business training and health care administration is a growing need in college
health as well as in the private sector. It is this concept that supports the intent of this
study, which was to explore the use of college health centers as a place to train these
students in these fields with academic internships in various business and health care
administration majors.
As described earlier, the empirical data in this study clearly indicated a more
frequent use of college health centers for clinical rotations than for academic internships.
Although it is positive that clinical rotations are ubiquitous, the low usage of college
health centers for academic internships is information about which college health
professionals may make note and upon which they can strive to improve. As discussed
earlier, the need for administrative and business trained leaders in college health is
growing, yet according to these responses, few college health centers are being used as
placement sites for these academic interns.
This may be because of the perceived barriers mentioned by the directors;
namely, academic units' lack of awareness of health center availability, lack of space, and
lack of time. Barriers will always remain unless someone begins the effort of removing
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them. However, the enablers to successful academic internships mentioned can be
adopted by more campus health centers, and these have implications for practice.
Implications for Practice
One enabler in particular was having a good relationship with academic units on
campus. These relationships, like any other, are initiated, fostered, and then maintained.
In order for these health centers to be recognized as available, it is incumbent upon the
directors and health center staff to participate in outreach and educational endeavors with
the academic units on campus. It is this investigator's experience that most academic
advisors are unaware of the nonclinical, administrative training opportunities available at
college health centers. This holds true for both health centers with comprehensive
services as well as those with limited services. In addition to expanding awareness of the
student learning opportunities which benefits the health center, the faculty advisors see
this as a help to them in placing their various interns. Higher education in general is
under pressure from businesses as well as students to continually adapt to changes in the
environment and improve upon the training in job skills for their students (Fischer &
Glenn, 2009).
Another enabler commonly described was that the interns help the health center
get things accomplished. This describes the true intent of experiential learning: learning
by doing. As state allocations continue to decline for state-funded universities, many
departments are revisiting their business practices and strategic initiatives. College health
centers are meeting these changes by embracing staffing efficiencies, billing and
insurance, expanding primary care to all campus members and their families, and in
essence, joining the medical community. This enhances the need for interns to be placed
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in college health centers for the same reasons they have traditionally been placed in
hospitals and academic medical centers. The understanding in the health care industry is
that the need for effective medical practice administrators is increasing and that hospitals
are not seen as the only path to health care administration any longer. College health
centers serving as primary care and urgent care facilities can serve to enhance the
learning outcomes of students by providing them with on-site academic internships.
Due to the evolving complexities and levels of service, college health centers can
provide a wide variety of experiential learning for their students. They provide the
opportunity for clinical rotations and academic internships in various areas, such as
business (marketing, finance, accounting, and management), health administration
(billing and collections, patient satisfaction and safety, and provider credentialing),
counseling, and training in leadership studies. The results of this study demonstrate that
the use of clinical rotations is more frequently used than academic internships at college
health centers.
It is incumbent upon the health center staff to conduct outreach efforts and

relationship building with academic units in order to increase the awareness ofthese
opportunities for academic internships. As mentioned earlier, this can provide a win-win
situation for the faculty advisors, the student's learning experience, and the health center
staff's ability to get things accomplished. The aforementioned implications for this study
and recommendations for practice offers other scholars baseline data upon which they
can continue further empirical research in this area.
Suggestions for Further Research
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This present study focused specifically on the health center directors' satisfaction
with clinical rotations and academic internships. Further study, specifically focusing on
overall job satisfaction of the health center directors, is warranted. This would be a
particularly prudent study given the demonstrated diverse organizational structures,
director demographics and credentials, and scope of services among college health
centers. A comparison study examining any potentially significant differences based on
these variables may prove enlightening and useful to college health professionals.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the significance of the presence ofa
nursing school in predicting the presence of clinical rotations as well as satisfaction with
them, in addition to demonstrating a trend toward predicting satisfaction with academic
internships, was unexpected and a significant finding of this study. Further research into
what variables relate to this perception regarding the predictive role of nursing schools is
warranted.
In addition, this investigator recommends further research focusing on the
perceptions of other health center staff members, students, or faculty regarding academic
internships and clinical rotations at college health centers. It would be interesting to see
whether the significance of the same predictors would correlate with those emerging for
the directors examined in this study (e.g., the presence of a nursing school). This present
study added to the field of knowledge by establishing baseline data in the field of
experiential learning and college health that was specifically limited to the perceptions of
college health center directors regarding academic internships and clinical rotations.
Further empirical work is recommended to educate decision makers and various
constituencies regarding the availability and effectiveness of on-campus college health
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centers for both academic internships as well as clinical rotations. Furthermore, these
studies may promote discussion and interest in integrating the use of on-campus facilities
into the experience-based learning curricula being increasingly examined in higher
education.
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kataun boka@wku edu lataun Isenhower@Wku edu
Date Created: 712712009 544 10 PM
Date Range: 811712009 120000 AM 1013012009 11 5900 PM
Total Respondents 294

01. Informed Consantlor Survey Par1Jcipabon You are being Invited to partICIpate in a research study aoswllOng the following questoons al1ached to
1to8 survey nk attachad. There are no known ns s for your partICIpation In th r search study. The irlformaloon you pro~ide w,1 provlde basehne date
and peroeptlOns 01 health center doredOl'$ regarding expenentoalleamlng (academoc internships or chrllcal rotations) on college health c:enlen. Your
completed survey WIn be collected an<! stored electronically and anonymously by S1udent VoiCe Ind,vidual resuhs ara completely anonymous to the
InvesUgeIors and all data WIll be dasUO)Ied aller statosucaltabulation 01 aggregate resulls. No personal identlrlC8l1on 1$ collected for respooden\s
Takong part in Itois survey IS voluntary. By complebng ttllS survey you agree to talul part In this research study. This study has met full rtlQwrements lor
both the Human Subj8Cls ReVieW Board at Western Kentucky University and the InshtutlOnal Revoew Board (IRB) a\ lIle Universllyof LOUIsville
respectIvely. 11 you have conoems 0( complelnts about the research or research staff and you do not wish \0 glve}'O\X name, you may ca
1-877-852· 1167 ThIs is a 24·hour hoi bne answered by people who do noI work 81 erther the UnIVerslty 01 Louisville or Westem KentUCky Ul1fverstty,
The Intent of thIS option IS to satisfy any concerns you may have for voluntarily answenng the quesloons on Ihl$ survey By c:ticking "t agree \0
partICIpate' you acknowledge you have reed and understand your nghls 8S a participant and thai you volunteer 10 partiCIpate If you lira int _ted In
receivIng the _ulls of thl$ suNey, you may contact Libby Greaney to request ll18m ane< art 8 week periOd. The contact .,formation IS
libby greaney@wku edu or (270) 745--3830. Thi survey WIll take 5--10 mlnut to complete THANK YOUI
Count

Percent

281

9S 58%

13 ·

294

I agree 10 patbcipal
I do NOT agree to parhcipate .

442%
Respondents

Q2 What Is your gender?
Count

Percenl

64

2397%

Male

203

7603%

Female

267
03 Whal is

R spondents

your highest academic credantoal?

Count

Percent

44

1648-"

77

28 84~.

Masters degree (Chnoeal) MSN ARNP, MSW, etc

49

1835%

Maste", degree (Non-Chnical)

20

749%

47

17 60%

30

11
Count

Bachelors degree

PhD
MDorDO

24~

Other (please specify)
Percent
333%

3 yr RNI2yr Jr ooIIege

3 _33%

Assoc Degree RN RT

333%

assOCIates

333%

AsSOCiates Degree

3.33%

Board certIf,ed in COllege health

333%

CNP

3.33%

College Health Nurse Practltooner Certifoeat

333%

curr nUy attendIng LSSU

3_33%

Ooploma In Nurslng-BSN in progress

333%

DNP

333%

Doctor of Health &emp. Safety (HSD)

333%

Doctorate In Health &amp: Safety (HSD)

333%

DPT
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Eo 0
2

267

667%

EdD

333%

FNP

333%

LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE

3.33%

Nursing Diploma

333%

P8

333%

PhD in progress

3.33%

RN

333%

RN Associate Degree

333%

RNdljlloma

333%

RNC

333%

RN-C

333%

Rn.o,pIoma

333%

some co1tege

Respondents

04 00 you teach 8C8demlc classes?
Count

Percent

57

2135%

Yes

210

7865%

No

267

as

Respondents

How many years have you been \he d,recIor 01 your heaHh oen1er?
Count

Percent

267

10000%
Count

3

Percent
0.37%

$ years

1.12%

&H ,1
0

5

1.87%

20

749%

6

' 225%

037%

1 (Inlenm)
15

037%

15yars

13

487%

10

3

112%

11

2

0.75·",

11 years

037%

1·112

300%

12

8

6

3

2

037%

12 yrs

225%

13

037%

13 yrs

112%

14

0.37%

14112 years

0.37%

14 years

0.15%

15
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3

037%

15 yrs

112%

16

037%

16 years

2

0.75%

17

2

075%

18

037'4

19

15

037%

19 years

56~.

2

037%

2monllls

2

075%

2 years

2

075%

25

150%

20

037%

20yrs

150%

21

3

112%

22

2

075%

23

0.37%

23 years

037%

24 y an;

4

0.37%

25.

2

075%

27

yean;

2

075%

28

21

787%

3

2

075%

3 months

2

075%

3 years

2

075%

35

037%

30 yean;

037%

36

037%

36yrs

037%

39

13

487%

4

4

150%

4.5

637%

5

037%

51/2 years

17

037'4

5ye31'$

037%

55

12

449%

6

7

262%

2

075%

7ye8B

037%

75years

037%

7+

524%

8

0.37%

8 months

14

037%

8yea~

037%

85
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9
037%

267

9 years

037%

Mlnln . Oorector - 7 yrs

037%

almost 20 years

037%

FIVe

037%

four months

037%

Have been Associ&te O.ector

037%

Not a o.rector

0.37%

Nurse SUpervIsor - 20 yea

037%

second Y ar

037%

Six

037%

throe (22 total, Includrng tlYee other schools)

037%

three. bot

037%

two years

for

3 years

a ,otat of 22 YNrs as a Director at four UniyersJlies

Respondent

\ton of your school?
Count

Peroent

106

4015%

DocIoral'Resea<ch

68

26.76%

Masters

87

3295%

3

1 14"-

264

Baccataurea

As$ociates or Commulllty College

ResponclenlS

07 I your school pOOic or pnvate?
Count

Percent

'47

6568%

117

44 32%

264

Respondents

08 What is the 5COP8 0/ your healtll cente~s servic:es?
Coun!

P rcenl

153

5795%

Comprehensive (tuh t,me MDs Ancillaries Health EducatIOn)

'11

4205%

Lim.ted (pan lime· NUI'SIIl9 VIsits .....fTnag , pan·llme MO hours)

264

Responclents

09 Does your school hey. a Nursong sClloot?
Count

Peroent

158

6985%

Ye,

106

4015%

No

264

Respondents
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010 Does)'OUf -

r

have 8 MedICal oc:hoof?

Counl

Percent

34

1288%

Ves

230

8712%

No

264

Respondenl'
cent", _ _ ••• one 10< donoc8I roUII","'?

011 Does your heal
Counl

Percenl

127

4811%

137

5189%

264

Ves

Responden

012 WIIICIl elonlcal rotal",", dOe& your health center seMI? (CI1eek an lhalapply)

Response %

Counl

Respondent %

43

34 88%

14S8%

83

8894%

2814%

22

1774%

746%

7

565%

237%

29

23.39%

983%

9

726%

305%

sa

46n%

1966%

35.48%

1492%

44

Count

Medocal AlSldents

Percent

227%

:lid and 4th Y' medat stuOenl

227%

AlhiebC IlI••n,,,

oluden

227%

3

682%

Attltabc tr8toera

227%
227%

3

AlhlebC ltalOen; , CInicallaboralory

Sciences

athlet,c tra""ng

2
227,

All\letoc traoning

227%

athlet,c tralfllng s\udenI$

682%

Alhletlc TflIlnrng SlUden1s

227%

athle

227%

C~nocallabo<.IO<y

227%

Ooetetic:s

trailling slodentslMast8<S '-11h eOocatoon majOr'
Science

227%

O",lalO gred lI.x1en1

227%

dlelietic

227

exerCISe sr:oer>ee student

227%

lab techs

227-'"

MedICal Ass",tant and Medocai Ballong StUOent

2 27

medICal ...... tants

4

9.09"

medocal stUdents

2

4 55%

Medical tUdenlS

.. 27%

medIeaI slUdents on found.toons of cIondal m(>doane

112
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227%

/
2
2

124

Respondents

295

Responses

2.27%

Optometry

227%

Pharmacy

455%

pharmacy students

455%

Phaml3CY students

227%

Pharmacy, medical student!.

227%

pubhc health

227%

Radiology technoeian students; athletJc tra'nJOQ students, communrty publtc health students

2.27%

radiology techs , medl<03l &amp, pharmacy stu.den

227%

social woo1<

227%

Sports MedICIne Masters level students

013 What 1$ the a_age numbe< 01 al'"cal fOIallOns pet year In your heahh center1
Count

Perceot

10

806%

23

1855%

2

18

1452%

3

49

3952%

4.

24

1935%

Vanes

124

Respondents

014 Does your health center WlfVe as 8 placement Sf

for 8cademoc Internships (non-donocal)?

Count

Percent

73

2797%

Yes

7203%

No

188
261

Respondents

015. What 18 the a_age number 01 acedemlc InternShIP rate pet year in your hulth cent..r?
Count

Percent

24

3380%

IS

22 54%

10

14.08%

3

14

1972%

4'

7
71

2

986%

Vanes

Respondent

01S Which academic departments collaborate WIth your health center 10 pIaQo int"",. lor on- e acndemoc intem$hipS? (Check. tnatapply)
Count

Respondenl %

Respon e%

42

59.15%

2897%

9

1268%

621%

BUSIness AdministratiOn

5

7.04%

345%

MedICSI Schoo'

26

3662%

1793%

Counsl'bngIPsychoiogy

20

2817%

1379%

Student Allain;

PublIC hutth. Heahh Admll'listratlOO. Health Educebon
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17

2394%

1172%

NUlSlNg School

26

3662%

1793%

Other (please speedy)

Percent

Counl

2

2

3

71
145

385%

Above Schools are not affil aled WIth this unoversoty

385%

Dept of EducalJOn

385%

EducalJOn, Commuruca1ion Arts Soc;iaI Worlt Exemsc Physiology

385%

exeercise SCIence dept

385%

E><erclse SCIence. Pharmacy

365%

Heallh communtC81ion. SCHool of Media Arts &amp. Desogn. Computer Information System.
Scientific &amp; Technicat Wnh~

769%

Health InformalJon Management

3.65%

hogher education

385%

HPERO (Health. Physical Education Recreation, Dance)

385%

Human Sexualoly

365%

Mastefs programs other campuses

3.65%

MHA HIM

385%

Nutribon

3.85%

oulslde mad,cone residency

7.69%

Pharmacy

385%

Pharmacy and Social Worit

385%

Pharmacy School

385%

Phys AsSI program

385%

school of social woI1<

1154%

social wori<

3.85%

social worI<. marketIng women SIOOI8$, booIog • soOOIogy. englosh. biochemostry

385%

Technical {;(ljlege - MedICSI Admlrunistra1tVe Personnel

Respondents

Responses

017 Which of the loIIowong barriers do you expenence ~ 5eMng as 8 ptacement site lor academic Internships? (ChecI< a that apply)
Count

Respondenl %

Response %

46

4381%

2054%

lack 01 space to house the student

24

2286%

10,71%

lack 01 awareness or IntereSI from academic departmen1S to use cor health
center as 8 site

8

762%

357%

lack of awareness from callier services

14

1333%

625%

lack of Interesl for cot staff to servo 8S 8 preceptor

46

Count

2

,.

4381%

2054%

5333%

2500%

1524%

7.14%

• lad. of time for doteclors to partlClpale

lack of resources to pay ",tems who want to be paid
Other (please expla'n)

Percenl
625%

Compet,loon lor stafl members bm

625%

Concerns Re Confodentl8loly

625%

oonrodenciailly

1250%

625%

recommend our health center

oonrodenIJalJly
It IS

oot part 01 the dorecl serv.ce tntssoon

L
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14

625%

lac~

625%

Lack of lime due 10 high demand for seMCeS

625%

L,mllallOns on staffing (NP's) and slowing down servICeS to sludents while
teachingisupelVlslng

625%

nla

625%

N/A

625%

no academic programs that are health related

625%

Too few profasslOIlal sta"

6.25%

ware not bog enough 10 partJClpate

6.25%

We have no internships

1333%

105

Respondents

224

R9$ponses

of provider tome 10 serve as pteceptor

None of the above

625%

ale Which of the following factors do you believe enable the success 0' your academic internshiP programs? (Check a" that apply)

Counl

Respondent %

Response %

54

5143%

1862%

7

667%

241%

We have a Medical School

29

2762%

1000%

We have a NUt'Slng School

667%

2.41%

29.52%

1069%

31

We have a good relationship WIth academic unHs

We are able to pay Inlems
We have Illne 10 menlor the student

15

14.29%

5.17%

63

60.00%

2172%

Our staff enjo)'$ WOIIong Wtlh the sludents

50

4762%

1724%

The ,"lams help us getlhongs accomphshe<t

12

1143%
Count

Other (please eXlllarn)

Percent

833%

A varerly of majOfS that can benefit from exposure 10 COllege health

8.33%

College of Pharmacy

833%

Counseling only

833%

Health Cenler staff behave to supporting the academiC mISSion

833%

I wanl H to be thai way!

8.33%

nla

833%

NIA

833%

nle. nol currendy provided

833%

We don'l have an ecademic inl mShlp program SO can' speak 10 the 1iuccess of somelhing
you don'l have

833%

We have a sllong reputahon on campus IOf providrng qua"'y InternShip xpenances thaI
connect academic learning WIth expenenc:e

633%

We have an excellonl working retahonShip WIth the Medeal College 01 Georgia this rncIudes
serving as chnical trial sole IOf the MeG's Cancer Reseerch Instrtule whlCl1 developed the
HPV v8ccinc (Gardas")

633'k
22

We have room to houoe the Inlem

2095%

105

Respondents

290

Responses

We have no ,nlerns/llps
759%

None 01 the above
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019 How satisfied are you wllh ~ academc internship (non-dorucal) eC\Jv.Les al your heallh
Count

Percent

37

352~%

Very sausfled

31

2952%

Somewhat sausrMld

35

33 .33'",

2

190%

0

000%

105

Ne.lher sabsfied

r

nler?

nor dlSsabsrled

Somewhat d._usf.ed
Very dISsatisfied

Respondents

020 How sausfied are you WIth tile cI nlCal rOOIbonS at your t>ealth center?
Counl

Percent

66

4563%

Very sausfMld

50

34 72%

Somewhat sel,sfMld

25

1736%

Nerther satisfied nor drssabsfied

2
144

069%

Somewhal d'SSIIbsfied

139%

Very d,ssau.roed

Respondents

021 \""'0115 the one thing you would do 10 IfTlP'OV&
Count

113

upon 1M academic rnternships Ol cilnocal rotations at your health center?

Percent

10000%
Count

Please expla,n.
Percent

066%

Able to spend more tome WIth ",Iems

066%

Add addouonal stan 10 be preceptors for dRcal roIat.ons

0.66%

AdverIJso it more aggressively and provide meanongful e.peoenee 10< those t'ltelllSled '"
heal and weUness

066%

As • ~ dorador \0 college health S8f\'1CeS , I leel " would be an rncredrb\e opportunity n an
academic rnlershlp would be o"ered fO( non-dInica.1 d,redors whO are ' - ' \0 the I\eId ot
ooIlege health by
that are seasoned III the industry

066%

As otways increase the "me spent In lhe he Ith cent , A J

066%

Alleest two days per wee!< per Stud nt 10 optimize leamong experience

066%

AI this lome we IIr. very
losroad With the Inlemshlp and c:IoniceI rotation$ al our heolth
service It has been a reward'ng expenence fO( both the ludeotand the he th seMce staff.

066%

avoid re ,"veRhng the _

066%

be"er communlcel>on (and eanoer)

t_

each year WI

oN hours 8 ~ rntsses a lot

onentabon, problem solving end room IogIsbcs

from School of Nurslng wn"en outoome cnt na "",th

mutual expectalJons

066%

Belter define the &quolprodUCI qUO!, o. leaming outcome

066%

beller r.rewaU between students and

066%

choose students WII~ high!!< GPAs 8'1d higt>er skillieve

0.66%

Cl,nical rotatIOn -nurse practItIOner sbudenl MmS \0 worl< well - medocet slu<ICnt less
certain Academic IOtern rotatoon-new. seems 10 be loYCri.ong very we

066%

coord,nale lhe eXlenswe """"tallon program 10 sa", aP lrai.-s currently theu many
doff rent sChedules pre"""l t/ll$

066%

Cre81e a oosl benefrt analysIS If thIS is realty 8 good thong

EMR records

to< th

Sludeo

whO pey 10< the

6e(VICeS

0.66'"

Currenlly we have Interns frOln Qlher U1llven;It
"'Iemal program es we

066%

CunenUy _ Are approached by academic units (0< sludenlb) whO need'wan18 non-cliOICSI
internshIP 81 our Waftness Center W o~enlJmes aocommodate them. out 50mebmfts do
nol get 10 confer adequately WIth their f8rotly adVISers 0< IoqUIVaient Whal would Improve

116
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our internsh.ps would be to come up WI internship lOeas and &quot.pdch&quot them to
academic units and/or students BaSICally. have students oompetelapply for tnem That way,
we can get the best students fOf our needs and tOitlate contact with academic U"rt~ up fronl

088%

Oevelop a program for chnical inlemshopsirotabOOs to make them a part of our senrice

088%

Develop a Student Heahh Center sulVey to assess in more detail what.s helpful to the
sludlOnt and what else we could 00 to lIllP'0ve the expenence

088%

Develop curriculum mat nals

088%

Expand our physical space

088%

expficil goals and expectaoons fD< the expeoence

088%

F,nd a mecttanism to allow ,ncreased staff ~me with learners

088%

fully integrate .nto our hoIos!oc heaHh model. coIaborating between medical. counseling and
prevenbOO services

088%

FUnding needed for Counselmg Service Intems

Expand our space

088%

group orienta bOO poor 10 experience

088%

have mor cllncial hoIp so we could devol

0.88%

Have mor phYS1C81 space

088%

Have more p(eceplor tome ava.lable

add,~1

time 10 leachlllg the medoeat stUdne\S

088%

have more space

088%

Have more student

0.88%

Have more time 10 spend Wllh them

088%

Have more ~me w,lh pabenlS

088%

Have people ..."erested .n leamlng aboulthe servoces thai 018 offered and
rotsbOO site

088%

Have the rolaoons be longer lerm--a couple weeks Is not worth our time 10 traon the
6ludtints

088%

HaVIng more Input as 10 pnor expenence 01onlems comong 10 health ceoler lor rotaoon

088%

Hav.ng th ablilly to pend a t.tlle mor time With the intemSlpreoeptorshops

088%

Hor more preceptOl'S (stall)

088%

I feel the resod nls gat a good expenence here They are usually In their last year of
residency and lleam as muctt from them as they do from the rOl8bOO

088%

I need more staff to help with the rotatJons We have 8 skeletat crew and students do Slow
pallent ~0'0Y

088%

I would ,nclude the nurse practrtoorter students In more g.oup clinocal con_satl()l\$ or formal
conlerenoes bul we do nol have the tvne Counsel.ng servioes IS able to do this

088%

I would lIke to see more of them and we hope to deYllIop lliem. Currently we have been
Challenged with Changing th eJOsoog coHure of the health center that has noItradlbOnaHy
coIlaboraled with acedemic depl$ TItls os changing

088%

I would like to see the rotalJon longer

088%

If we had the capaCIty. we would add another physician and another mental health cllOiQan
to meet the bme demand that tnlemshtps and rolalJons use

0.88%

If we weren~ so busy se&ing patients. ~ would be noce if our nurse practotJQners fled more
hme 10 teach aile. seeing each pabent with the studenl ours p(aclitJoner

parlldpa~on

from other schools

U$8

as a clJOicaI

088%

tmprove defined learning oulcomes for each area

0.88%

Imp(oved commurvcalJon between academIC Insltu.:\ors and health center expectations

088'4

Inoenwoze provoders to show mor ,n\ rflst on mentonng

0.88%

tncrease amount of ~me 10 wor1< WIth tI>e clonocalstaff

088%

Incraase the amount of lime per rotatIOn so the nul'Slllg student gals a bener xpenence

088';'

IncI8ased c:oordln8bOO between the ecedernoc ama and lila dlOlC8l al8a in 10001> Of rotabOn
conlent logIstICS, etc
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088%
088%

Interns more Interested in the busl/less asped$

II would be helpful 10 have more SUIt! bme to mentor mor students. but we are hmtted in
thIs area

088%

1\ would be nice to have some defoned &quot,c:ore conlent&quot, that we could state was
Included on each 01 our eLnical rotatoons

088%

It would be nice to have the students here on a more regula! bas
follow upS on pallents they see and treal

088%

Longer rotations

088%

More condensed lie penod over wtuch rotalJon should be completed Hstudents were able
to be here flv days per week for a shorter bme period as opposed 10 one day per week
over lhe enbre semester they would have more opportunity for following up WIth pallen
they have seen and S8eInQ patients through 10 lhe resolution 01 the cI,nlC8llSSIJe

0.88%

More elClenslve onentalJon priOr to first offiCIal day

088%

More fa<;Ulty Involvement

088%

MOre follow up with the acadelcs instructor

088'1(

More space

088%

More space and more staff,

SO that they could

088%

more space for Ihem

0.88%

More slaff 10 allow more lome 10 spend WIth the ptacepte

088%

More slrudura admlnlstrabvely for some rolBtions and more struClUted in-/lou

0.88·..

Moro slruClure 10 the leachinglleamlng expenencG and evaluatlOfl

088'..

Mote lime to Incorporate leammg or tab aclMtles

088%

More lome to WOI'k wtth Illes students

088%

Needs 10 be more cooonjlnBtton &amp: oentrallZatton

0.88%

no changes

0.88·..

none

evaluation

'

088%

None at this time We ere very pleased WIth (he quality 01 th rotahons thai we have

088%

not applicable

088%

Not applicable since we do not have arther at our health cenler

'or

088%

Not have 10 pay

088%

Nothing. allhls pomlln time

do

the residenl Our budgets OOIl$tralnlS limit whal we can do

088%

nothing

088%

NothIng-very sallsfied

088%

Offer Intemshlps In other areas sUCh as Pharmacy, Social Work. and Otetebcs

088%

offermor

0.88%

Offer more oppotlU1ll\tes tor educallonal outreach

088%

Our academic Inlernshlps and dlrllcal rotallOn actiVlly IS Ltnlted by elUshng Health Center
space We would like 10 expand our WOI1< In lhis area . but cannol becsuse o' the currenl
facility space problems

088%

our nursing students rolale througll one day observatlOflat experience

088%

Our phYSIcal faclllly i severely Iomrting

088%

pay them

088%

Plan before they amve!
ProvKle beter supe1Viston 10 ma~e the tntemsl~p e~penence mor mean.,gful and also have

more SPACE lor the interns

088%

Schedule hme

088%

Senior nursing students only spend one day In the heanh center They maInly observe the
RN's and APN The students have very limtled dinical e.penence and sf..ills I wish they
could spend more hours here
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not even seem to want an)

088%

soma students a. oul$tandlng and want to learn and some do
fE'edback although they"",, ij

088%

Space them OUllhroughoul the year beller - we seem 10 gel aN of our interns in lhe fall
Once w had a summer Int m and thaI wori<ed very well

088%

SpeCIfIC goals of the onlern at thls Iocabon

088%

Stall's cooperehon with the Intems

088%

Sui Ross has one heahh _
RN and conlfacl medocal o!f-onlpUS through a pnvale
provrder Because we're rural, our ,"S~lubon has been allOWed 10 off voca~1 nUISlng
Their rolabons ara pnma1y Iocu$ed on acut and long lerm hospotaltZed care settong Other
Ih<In animal science offerongs, this " the only healthcar. program al SuI Ross

088%

The abil,ly 10 make available more tome lor prac\llIO/lef'$ 10 part0cip81

088%

The IU Hea"h Canter offers three pard ontemshlp$ al the doctorallevet on Counselong There
ere also no paId Masler's level (shorter term) inlemshops lor social WO<ker! In the same
deparaternent AU ere M'A certlrled l-'ed,eal clInic provides lor medocal sludents \0 spend
one month in the clinic three tlf1le$ a year , Nurw practotooner students shadow on oocassoon

088%

There are no nursing interns at the WeMness Cenler on which I WO<k The ontems are
counselIng ontems and we are al in the same buildong The students are capable and WiI~ng
to WO<k and oolIal>ofat with MedICal Services as well a$\Jy new IhlflQS

088%

To have more tome 10 teach mora students r8<iOUrt:e5 such as graduat a sostantshops, pard
internships We thnve on ofienng quallly teachong expenence<

088 ....

\Jy to tailor the clInical expenece to the _ t y academoc lesson$ on the In! m's sch()()hng It

doesn1 elways WO<k hOWever
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to a b<oader

088%

Wa are on the p<oooss of jooning
pool of Intem apphcants

088%

We are jUst starting \0 explore thIS WIth our altoed haahh programs NursIng and Pharmacy
have not fO<maNy desognated the Health Center as a SIte due to a poor history of stabololy
We hope 10 expand this roll in the Mure

8

matching semoe which WI' altord us access

088%

W. are nol doIng " -

088%

We are not sel up 10 have onlernshtps .n our health cenl

0.88%

We currently have no academH: Intemshlps al our facility b<It I ha ..... hsted the ba.--s 10 thIS
In ques~n 15. It would not leI me bypass quesilon 16&amp,17 that do no( pe!1aln 10 my
faciloty We serve as a tralfYng srt for FPs of a rurat rrtedlCine program We have a lomiled
number of hours that the physocian IS available 10 them and the physICians constanUy
change w.ihon the facilrty $0 " provides bttle conbnurty o( care.

088%

We get very capable MFT ""ems whO provide all of our mental haaltl\lcounselong se<viC8S
It would be nice to have the reSOUl'C8S to pay the ontems for all of the hours they prOVIde

088%

Wa have had nurw practolooner students from snother school (large state
in the paSI We would enJOY having those agaIn

088%

We need more

088%

We WIll be mo\llng to a larger health cenler WIthin the next few months, once we hire more
staff we WI be able to have more students do donica The new health center has space
a ocaled for students

0.88%

W,sh the patIents were on tIme and would keep appointments Often thoughllhey should be
charged for mISSing an appoontment Causes baCk-up of _

0.88%

WOI1< OUI the schedule \0 be more suitable for an partoes on>'Olved

088,.

would hke \0 have more IJme to mentor \hem at the Healt Center

program nearby)

chnlcel space

Respondents
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/I

li "OIN(, /lMI kl<..... N

III)MA

lJNIV~k" I)' Willi IN II R,"'''lION''t IU"C II

III 'I (

In futUl€! concspon(\encc . pkasc reler to IIS09~ 257, June 26. 2009
Llbb) G,eaney
ClO Dr Randy Capps
Educauonal Administration. Lcadelllhip. & Research

WKU
1.lbby ,rcaney .
YOUI rcscat ...h plO)etl, E\p<"lIcntl(l1 L ..ammg . A Rem:" oj Collf1!.e Jlealth C(·n/cr.!, WliS revIewed b) tht
IISRB nud il has been rletcrmJllcd thai nsk. to subjects are: (I) nlllllmi7cd and rea,onablc; and lhal (2)
n:'talch procedure are COIl>! ·tcnl With I ,0Ulld research design and do nOI expo'" Ihe subJccts to
unnecessary nS • Rev,ew III dclermmcd thai (I) benefits to subjects re con ,dered along "nh the
;mponance of the lopic and that outcomes are reasonablt:; (2) selecllon of subJee" is eqUItable; and (3) the
pUIJ)oses of Ihe re ClUeh and the ,~calch sCltUlI: IS amenable to subJccts' wclfale and prudu 'mgdcsllcd
outconlCS; thaltndlcallollS of coercIon or prcJudice arc absent, and thaI pan,clpauon is clearly VOluntary.
In adonlon. tbe IRB found thaI you need to oneill participants as follows. (I) slgn~d mlomlCd cOII'><:nl
I nol rt'quln:d; (2) PIO" lalllS made fo, collecIJl111. u'mg and sloring dat In a m,1n!le1 lhat platt'Cl~
Ih~ ,.fety and I",,,,ac), afll,e subjects ruld Ihe conf,denllaln of the data. (3) Approprialc safeguards are
lIleluded 10 pI<"eellb,' nghl Ind ""Ifarc of the subjects.
Thh

proj~1

is

Ih ~rerore

appro, ed al Ihe [).em,,"

Plc",e nOle tll.,lhc IIlSlItuhOn '" not rcsporlSlblc for an) achollS regardm!; Ih,. plolocol before
I r yuu e'pand Ihe PlOject 81 a lalel dale 10 use other IIl.'tnllllCnL< pie.," fe-apply. COp'''", of
• our reque I faJ hun)"n .ubJect> reVIew, your arplicatloll, and this applll"a!. .'e malOtallled in the
om e ofSponsolt'd Programs It the above addte Please report any changes 10 Ihl Ipproved
prolooollO tillS office. A Col\tlIlUlI1 ' Rev;e" prolocol will be senllO you lD lhe futurc 10 delcrmmc tI",
~talo of lite project. A1'0, plea", usc ti,e stamped app,o",,1 tomt' to 85SW' pantClpants af complia.nee:
Mlh The Offie" of lIuman Reseal cb PrOleCIIOII.' regnbhons
.1)1'10\,,1

(7"' ~J~
raul J Moolley. M S 1 M
../
Comphanee Manager
Office OfSpolholed Plogl.nb
Weslcm Kt'JJlucky Uni" 'I. ,ty

Ct . IlS file

lIumb~1

Gn:'.ncy BS09 257

f(Y 41101

11116
'ottl!'<tll

~uI"''''l'i\b",··~
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INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARDS

Un""'~ity

01 LoulSVjle

MedCenteI One Suote 200
501 E Broadway
LOUlSV.1e Kentud<y 40202-1798

To:
From:

Olhee

502·652·5188

Fa.

502~52·21&4

Subject:

Capps, H
The University of louisville Institutional Review Board (IRB)
Wednesday, July 22, 2009
IRB Correspondence

Tracking #:
Title:

09.0324
Experiential learning: A Review of College Health

Date:

Centers
This study was reviewed on 07-21-09 and determined by the chair of the Institutional
Review Board that the study is exempt according to 45 CFR 46.101(b) under category
(1) Research conducted in established or commonly accepted educational settings ,
involving normal educational practices, such as (i) research on regular and special
education instructional strategies, or (ii) research on the effectiveness of or the
comparison among instructional techniques, curricula, or classroom management
methods. The study is exempt only if information that could identify subjects is not
recorded
Since this study has been found to be exempt, no additional reporting, such as
submission of Progress Reports for continuation reviews, is needed If your research
focus or activities change, please submit a Study Amendment Request Form to the IRB
for review to ensure that the study still meets exempt status Best wishes for a
successful study. Please send all inquires and electronic reVised/requested items to our
office email address at hsppofc:louisville.edu
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